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1

INTRODUCTION:
AIMS AND STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

The Timbre project started on 1st January 2011. This project shall overcome existing barriers
to brownfield regeneration – especially focussing on larger, complexly contaminated or by
stakeholder regarding the development highly disputed so-called megasites – by developing
and providing customised problem- and target-oriented packages of approaches,
technologies and tools. As a unique asset, these packages shall deliberately include the
cultural and administrative characteristics and their regionally distinctive features. By
providing a customisable toolbox specifically addressing the diverse processes that have to
be dealt with during the course of a regeneration project, end-users shall be enabled to find
best practice based solutions. Improvement of existing means to support brownfield
regeneration shall be further accomplished by filling methodological core topics such as
intelligent remediation in terms of technological advancements with regard to phytoremediation and partial source removal technologies. The project shall deliver a tailored
training and dissemination programme as part of an information centre that will transfer
existing and emerging knowledge to the scientific community and end-users. The website
www.timbre-project.eu provides further information on the project.
The specific objectives of Working Package (WP) 3 within the Timbre project are


to identify and classify factors that determine a successful brownfield regeneration –
so called success factors – in different geographical and political contexts, i.e.
different European countries;



then to develop a prioritization tool which will be based on the multi-criteria (or multifactor) decision analysis methods for the assessment, classification and ranking
(prioritizing) of brownfields, which should enable concerned stakeholders to distribute
and direct limited resources, time, and energy to those brownfield sites that are
assessed to be the most critical, urgent or profitable to regenerate; and



to provide related best-practice case studies and decision making strategies that
stakeholders involved in the process of brownfield regeneration may use to more
easily manage a success in their own projects.

This report is the first WP3 deliverable (D3.1), officially in the “Description of Work” entitled
“Report on results of survey on brownfield regeneration and statistical analysis of responses
from 3 Central European countries, 1 Eastern European country and the sites from the
register of GESA and BBG, comparisons Survey of the test sites on successful and not
successful regeneration, development of a success metrix”. This report refers in particular to
the three Central European countries Czech Republic, Germany, Poland, and the Eastern
European country of Romania, which are also in the focus of further Timbre project activities.
Moreover, registers of two German real estate holding companies, the GESA and BBG were
foreseen to be used in elaboration of the report as well as further sites from registers
provided by Timbre partners. This report serves as a significant building block for the next
steps of the research and application for Timbre main outputs (prioritization tool, bestpractices data room, demonstration studies, manuals, etc.) – it is therefore not aimed at
utmost completeness but rather on identifying the tendencies and important data and needs
for further work towards the Timbre main outcomes.
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This report consists of the following six parts:
I. Introduction
This introductory part summarized WP3 objectives as defined in the Timbre project’s
Description of Work and depicts the structure of the Report.
II. Theoretical-conceptual background
In this part, we present and discuss the current “state of the art” concerning the
problems of brownfield regeneration based on the literature retrieval, with a special
emphasis on topics related to the WP3 objectives and tasks. Subsequently the
WP3´s key concepts and terms are defined.
III. Brownfields in selected European countries: current reality
Here we provide a comparative analysis of general legislative and political
frameworks of the brownfield regeneration in the selected five countries (Czech
Republic, Germany, Poland, Romania – and in addition Italy) and a basic spatial
analysis of existing brownfields in these countries (based on the availability of data
and options to publish them).
IV. “Best-practices” survey
In this part, we provide a draft of the international database of successful brownfield
regeneration case studies – so called ´Best Practices Data Room´ – including
examples from various European countries and representatives of different spatial,
land-use and functional contexts, i.e. urban and rural, industrial, agricultural, military,
residential, recreational, etc. The presentation of the best practices survey is next to a
descriptive inventory of specific case studies also seen as a potential building stone
of an analytical report exploring patterns and factors of the successful regeneration
(i.e. success factors).
V. Questionnaire survey
In this part presents selected results of the international questionnaire survey of
stakeholders´ perceptions and attitudes conducted by Timbre. The survey, which was
carried out primarily in the four selected countries (Czech Republic, Germany,
Poland, Romania) did included questions about the assessment of success factors
and barriers to brownfield regeneration in different geographical contexts and from
the point of view of different stakeholders, their preference of the future use of
brownfields in different geographical contexts, and the assessment of positive
impacts of brownfield regeneration.
VI. Conclusions
In the final part, the report summarizes the main findings of conducted surveys,
identifies the common points and main divergences concerning the legislative
frameworks, political-institutional practices, stakeholders´ perceptions, etc.
Furthermore, there are described the relations of the achieved results for upcoming
WP3 tasks and deliverables (next steps of the research) and how the findings of
these surveys will be applied for Timbre main outputs (prioritization tool, bestpractices data room, demonstration studies, manuals, etc.)
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2

THEORETICAL-CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Brownfield regeneration: current state of the art (literature
retrieval)
Brownfield has become a worldwide recognized term that refers to “any land or premises
which has previously been used or developed and is not currently fully in use, although it
may be partially occupied or utilized (…) may be vacant, derelict or contaminated (…)
therefore not necessarily available for immediate use without intervention” (Alker et al. 2000:
49). The term originated in the early 1990s (see e.g. Syms 19941) when practitioners and
researchers saw how emerging regulatory frameworks designed to protect the environment
were (as a side effect) inhibiting the reuse (cleanup and redevelopment) of former industrial
and commercial sites (Bartsch & Collaton 1997). Brownfields are results of changing patterns
of industry and development in many regions; they are largely regarded as liabilities
degrading the value of the surrounding land; it is often difficult to sell them, and municipalities
are unable to revitalize them from own resources (cf. Cabernet 2005).
While some countries, e.g. USA, United Kingdom, France, West Germany, have long-term
experiences with the problems of brownfields, which emerged already during the 1970s as
results of the massive decline in the mining, heavy and textile industries, in other countries,
such as the Czech Republic, Slovakia, East Germany, Poland or Romania, brownfields
appeared in large quantities just after the collapse of socialism with the centrally planned
economy and the return of a market economy during the last decade of the 20th century and
following globalization trends.
Generally, the regeneration of brownfields has received increasing political credence in the
last decades, since free agricultural or natural developable land (or so called “greenfields”)
get less available and more expensive in highly populated areas, and also thanks to
changing policies, economical instruments and management tools supporting the
regeneration processes. The increasing number of various projects and research platforms
being supported by the European Commission or national grant systems during the last
decade is quite evident in the increasing interest of policy makers in the matters of brownfield
regeneration (see e.g. a summarizing report on activities and products developed by
previous brownfield projects by Tölle et al. 2009).
Furthermore, we can say even the conceptual delimitation and definition of brownfields is a
dynamic element and has been changed and modified in the course of time (see Table 1).
Still, a conceptual diversity prevails concerning the brownfield definitions across European
countries (NICOLE 2011). This international diversity of definitions and approaches then
goes hand in hand with the problem of availability and comparability of data including official
statistics, inventories and registers of existing brownfields, documentations of successful
regeneration case studies or the “best-practices” (Jackson & Garb 2002; Oliver et al. 2005).

1

Syms (1994: 63) points to the first definition in the UK context defining 'brownfield' as “any areas of land which
have previously been the subject of a man-made or non-agricultural use of any type [including] industrial uses
such as chemical works, heavy engineering, ship-building and textile processing, together with unfit housing and
docklands, both inland and coastal, as well as mineral extraction sites and those used for landfill purposes.”
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Italy

Germany

Czech Republic

Country

Table 1: Definitions of “brownfields” or close wording: divergences in time and between countries
Definitions based on the responses of
members of the CLARINET and CABERNET
networks summarized by Oliver et al. (2005)

Definitions based on the responses of
members of the Timbre project
summarized by Frantál et al. (2012)

Sites that have been affected by the former uses
of the site and surrounding land; are derelict and
underused; may have real or perceived
contamination problems; are mainly in developed
urban areas; and require intervention to bring
them back to beneficial use.

Properties (lands, objects, areas), that are
underused, neglected, and can be contaminated.
They are relics of industrial, agricultural,
residential, military or other activities. They can
not be appropriately and effectively utilized
without the regeneration process.

(Source: Czech Brownfield Regeneration Strategy,
Progress Report by CzechInvest)

(Source: National Strategy for brownfield regeneration,
Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2008)

Inner city buildings not under use. Inner city
areas for redevelopment and refurbishment.
(Source: Umweltbundesamt Berlin)

Contaminated site: site that shows levels of
contamination or chemical, physical or biological
alteration of soils, sub soils and of superficial or
underground water in a way to determine danger
for public health or for the natural or built
environment.
(Source: Italian National Law 426/98 and Italian
National Law 471/99)

No legally fixed or a common definition. Various
definitions are used in different contexts.
For more information compare chapter 3 about
the German situation.
Contaminated site: a site where the risk-based
threshold concentrations (CSR) are exceeded for
at least one concentration value. Potentially
contaminated site: in which at least one
concentration value (one sample) of a hazardous
substance in an environmental media is higher
than the corresponding contamination
concentration value (CSC), which represents the
screening value. If a site is considered potentially
contaminated, a site-specific risk assessment
study needs to be performed in order to define if
the site is contaminated or not. In fact, the result
of the risk assessment is the definition of the riskbased threshold concentrations (CSR in the
Italian regulation).

Poland

(Source: Government Decree, D. Lgs. 152/2006
(Environmental norms), Part IV, Title V: “Remediation
of contaminated sites”)

Degraded areas due to diffuse soil contamination
- high density of landfill sites.
(Source: Ministry of Environment)

No officially agreed definition. There are many
definitions used in different legislative
documents, reflecting different aspects of
degradation, e.g.: “Areas designed for
recultivation include degraded or desolated
grounds, such as closed dumps, dumping
grounds, such as closed dumps, dumping
grounds, depressions (hollows), post industrial
areas, post mining areas, post military training
ground, for which the administrative bodies
approved recultivation projects.”

Romania

(Source: Report No. Dz. U. Nr 38, poz. 454, Ministry of
Regional Development, 2011)

No official definition of brownfields. The term is
related to contaminated sites which are defined
as: “The geographically defined area, bounded to
surface and depth, polluted with biological or
chemical substances.”

Polluted lands (soils).
(Source: Ministry of Waters and Environment)

(Source: Government Decision No. 1408/2007
´Regarding the investigation and assessment
modalities of the soil and subsoil pollution´)

Source: own compilation
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Besides the temporal (historical) factors affecting the formation and evolution of brownfields
in different European countries, it is argued that also internal geographical factors affect the
actual situation and patterns of redevelopment. Oliver et al. (2005) made a comparative
study that identified significant regional trends amongst European definitions or respectively
concepts of brownfields which reflected the national policy strategies regarding land
regeneration and development. The authors documented how two (not indisputable)
indicators – population density and economic competitiveness – at a country level determine
the perception of what brownfields and derived regeneration priorities are – from pure
contamination problem focus to development potential gaining understanding (for more
detailed analysis see Oliver et al. 2005).

Figure 1:

Divergent approaches to brownfield regeneration in selected European countries as results
of their domestic population density and economic competitiveness

Source: Oliver et al. (2005)

Besides the problem of finding a consensus on conceptual definition of brownfields the
existing research on brownfield regeneration mostly focused on the following thematic areas:


Constructing a conceptual framework: making a structuration of the regeneration
process, identification of its particular phases, life cycles, components and actors (or
stakeholders), and specification of their features and roles in the process – creation of
“models” (e.g. Dixon & Doak 2005; Pediaditi et al. 2005; Dixon 2007; Williams & Dair
2007);



Monitoring positive and negative effects and consequences (e.g. Lange & McNeill
2004b; Franz et al. 2007; De Sousa et al. 2009), reporting about “good practices” or
“bad practices”, defining measures of success and sustainability of regeneration
projects, assessing the economic and social impacts of projects, etc. (e.g. Wedding &
Crawford-Brown 2007; Hula & Bromley-Trujillo 2010; Rall & Haase 2011);
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Exploring drivers and barriers: surveying and analyzing factors, understood as
determinants, which are significant for a success of the regeneration process –
success factors –; classification of these factors according to specific geographical
or land-use contexts, exploring inter-group variability of perception and differences in
assessment of factors by specific stakeholder groups, etc. (e.g. Nijkamp et al. 2002;
De Sousa 2003; Lange & McNeil 2004a; Alberini et al. 2005; Bacot & O´Dell 2006;
Dixon 2007; Doick et al. 2009) ;



Developing classification / prioritization systems and assessment tools:
establishing quantifying criteria (indicators and weights) for valuing, classifying and
prioritizing or ranking of brownfield sites as a part of the planning, decision-making
and selection process (e.g. Sayah 2002; Chen et al. 2009; Cheng et al. 2011; Bartke
2011; Schädler et al. 2011; Chrysochoou et al. 2012; Schädler et al. 2012).

The published works and presented findings move in the range from qualitative and more
descriptive local case studies through comparative case studies investigating more examples
within specific areas (cities, regions) (Nijkamp et al. 2002; De Sousa 2003) to wider-scale
questionnaire surveys and multidimensional statistical analyses working with more extensive
sets of data. There are also some complex meta-evaluations of existing methodologies,
classification systems and tools (Dasgupta & Tam 2009; Pediaditi et al. 2010).
Research studies focusing on the identification of success factors of brownfields
regeneration usually link their conceptual approach to a sustainability concept (Meadows et
al. 2004), where economic, social and environmental dimensions ought to be balanced. As
Pediaditi et al. (2010) stress, while a successfully regenerated urban brownfield is perceived
as the indicator of urban sustainability that prevents urban sprawl and avoids developments
on greenfields, failures are more visible reminders of unsustainability (Dixon 2007). Thus the
successful brownfield regeneration projects have to meet not only economic criteria, but
environmental and social criteria as well. In this vein, Chrysochoou et al. (2012) use three
groups of factors for the assessment and prioritization of brownfields: i) socio-economic
variables, ii) environmental variables, and iii) smart-growth variables.
Another approach is documented in the brownfields assessment methodology developed by
Doetsch et al. (1997) for the German Federal Ministry of Environment. Their assessment and
prioritization model is based on a scoring of 26 parameters (factors) that were grouped into
three main dimensions according to different stakeholders´ perspectives: i) potential of
brownfields from the point of view of municipalities, ii) potential from the point of view of
investors, iii) potential from the point of view of public interest. In a similar way, Cheng et al.
(2011) divide factors into groups related to (i) owner’s compliance, (ii) marketability, (iii)
community benefits and (iv) political concerns.
Besides the relevance of the stakeholders´ concerns and the three sustainability pillars, the
WP3 stresses also the importance of a spatial dimension (respectively the geographical
context) of the brownfield regeneration problems. Brownfields do not exist on their own,
independently, or in a vacuum – but they are placed and rooted in a certain geographical
space which is hierarchically and functionally structured and also determined by individual
sociological contexts; therefore every brownfield site is a unique individual. The geographic
environment and driving forces acting within have caused the formation of brownfields, but at
the same time the actual existence of brownfields affect the environment on the rebound.
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Therefore, it is necessary to perceive brownfields in their spatial context and when classifying
and prioritizing them to take into account not just site-specific attributes but also contextual
factors acting at a higher hierarchical level (e.g. Jackson 2005; Dasgupta & Tam 2009;
Chrysochoou et al. 2012).
It is not possible to state a priori which general factors, location factors or site specific factors
are the most important determinants. Table 2 presents a characterization of such factors,
where partial factors are inter-related and often significantly influence each other. This is not
to be understood as a completed but open system with other macro factors – geographical,
historical, political, and economical – acting on higher hierarchical levels (e.g. actual global
economic trends, political processes at European Union level). Identification and analyses of
the relative importance of each of these is a task for comprehensive and interdisciplinary
research.
Table 2: Spatial scales of success factors
Spatial
level

Factors

Characterization

Macro level

General
factors

These general factors are associated with political, economic, and social
climate of countries or broader regions. They may include: legislative
and regulatory instruments concerning state spatial development policies,
landscape and urban planning strategies; economic instruments including
grant titles, bank loans availability, subsidies, tax benefits, and foreign
direct investments; brownfields regeneration management instruments
including availability of information, databases, tools, education, trainings,
and political-institutional practices, etc.

Meso level

Location
factors

These contextual factors are characteristics and attributes of the location
(area) where a specific brownfield site is located. For different spatial
levels could be a municipality or city district, municipality, district, or
region. Every particular factor or indicator respectively is relevant at a
different spatial level according to availability of data. They may include:
geographical location within a country/region, transport links, sociodemographic structure, unemployment rate, entrepreneurial activity,
social capital, etc.

Micro level

Sitespecific
factors

These content factors are related to particular brownfield sites. They may
include: size of a property, previous use, number of buildings and
structures, extent of contamination, infrastructure, ownership, property
price, expected demolition and decontamination costs, etc.
Source: own proposal

In many cases even good conditions for effectiveness and prosperity of a locality (and for
brownfields regeneration) may not be utilized if there were subjective problems and barriers
(weak local political involvement, deficit of information, bad communication and cooperation,
etc.); that is, the key actors are not able or do not want to exploit a potential. On the contrary,
“soft factors” as political support or good cooperation of stakeholders can turn even
insufficient conditions and low potential into positive results. There are many examples (so
called “best practices”) reporting how human factor as an initiator of brownfield regeneration
– e.g. making a good project proposal, gaining a local community support, acquirement of
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grant titles, etc. – have overcome location handicaps or modified the characteristics of
suitability of area or concrete brownfield site according to specific project purposes (e.g.
Brownfields Regeneration in the South Moravian Region 2010). In this respect, it is very
important to study specific local political, cultural and social structures and contexts of
regeneration processes, roles of specific actors. That is a broad area for future qualitative
research and it is a challenge especially for Timbre Working Package 22.
At the same time it is very important to analyze (deconstruct) and present “best practices“ as
examples of successful regeneration of brownfields in various geographical and land-use
contexts. Finally, it is important to analyze also the general factors at the macro level
(national legislative frameworks, policies, economies, etc.) which significantly affect the
factors on lower levels.
For the purpose of practical policy issues (spatial and land-use planning, regeneration
management, place branding, etc.), representatives of public administration and other
decision makers at different hierarchical levels (e.g. state governments, regional authorities
and regional development agencies, local governments, etc.) should pay attention especially
to the following strategic tasks:


Preparing inventories of brownfields – includes the identification, analysis,
registration and eventually mapping of existing brownfields within specific territorial
administrative units (regions, districts, cities, etc.). To prioritize brownfield
redevelopment the key step is to create a comprehensive and precise database
(registers, inventories). These registers should have a form of a GIS layer/file (maps
with sites including codes, additional information about sites, etc.), factsheets (infosheets with more detailed information about sites and the process/phases of ongoing
regeneration) and table databases (with basic descriptive data).



Prioritization of brownfields – comprises the evaluation and classification of
brownfields and, where appropriate, their ranking which assists the allocation of
limited available resources (funding, staff, time and energy) to those brownfield sites
that are assessed to be the most critical, practical or profitable to address. The
prioritization is a process during which decision makers (urban planners, regional
development agencies, state and regional authorities, grant agencies, etc.) who are
responsible for wider territories (cities, regions or states) aim to identify which
brownfield sites should be preferably considered for further investigation or ultimately
redevelopment (cf. Chrysochoou 2012).



Marketing of brownfields and fundraising – is the application of information from
databases for marketing of selected brownfields sites, searching for potential private
investor or public subsidies (e.g. European Union’s structural funds) to stimulate a
regeneration process, promoting examples of a successful regeneration (“best
practices”).

2

Timbre WP2 to is to gain deeper understanding of decision structures and local culture through an investigation
of administrative possibilities and site specific attitudes of stakeholders. See for example the WP2 deliverable
D2.1 “Report on Regional Decision Structures and Key Actors” and related outputs on the Timbre website:
http://www.timbre-project.eu.
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To help stakeholders to assess a redevelopment potential of ´their´ brownfield sites, and if
needed to prioritize and select – those ones, which are, for example, the most critical, urgent
or profitable to invest and to choose the most suitable and effective strategies, technologies
and procedures to gain a success of specific projects – a considerable number of various
assessment models and decision support tools and manuals have been developed in recent
years in different countries / regions. The existing tools are focusing on different aspects and
phases of the regeneration process, including e.g. environmental and health risk
assessment, remediation cost assessment, uncertainty assessment, evaluation of the
sustainability of projects, managing the negotiations and partnership among involved
stakeholders.
The models and tools can be divided into two groups (according to Chrysochoou 2012):


Tools that are designed to assess management options for a single brownfield (or
´megasite´)



Tools that are intended to prioritize management options for clusters of sites
(portfolios) or wide areas (states, regions, cities).

A majority of existing tools and manuals fall within the first group, being developed for a
case-by-case approach. Only few tools (e.g. Chrysochoou 2012; Cheng 2011; Thomas 2002;
City of Colorado 2000; Carlon et al. 2008; Pizzol et al. 2011; Agostini at al 2012) enable a
comparison of sets (clusters) of different brownfield sites with the purpose of prioritizing them
in the context of large areas or institutional portfolios. These ´site prioritization and selection´
tools are designed specifically for stakeholders such as urban planners, regional
development agencies, state and regional authorities, grant agencies who are responsible for
wider territories (cities, districts, regions or states) and who need to identify which brownfield
sites should be preferably considered for further investigation and ultimately redevelopment
(Chrysochoou et al. 2012).
The selection of specific factors which are applied in existing methodologies is very similar
(see Table 3). It indicates that the selection of factors – usually based on some experts´
choice, previous practices, stakeholders´ responses from various surveys, etc. – is also
strictly determined by the availability of data for those factors, their ability to be measured
and quantified, and requirements of a tool to be complex yet easy applicable for potential
end-users – for this reason, the prioritization methodologies usually apply not more than 20
factors/variables.
The existing brownfield prioritization tools are based on the principles of multi-criteria
decision analysis (MCDA) assessing the sites according to selected sets of criteria
(alternatively called as factors, indicators or variables).
In the following, Table 3 provides a summary of (some) factors applied in existing
prioritization methodologies. This is an illustrative presentation to point out the diversity in
assessment approaches.3

3

The presentation is not complete and arguably – depending on locally divers background knowledge –, some
important factors are missing such as connectivity to nature, shortening cycles (energy, food, water) or cultural
heritage.
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+

Site / Location

Location

Zoning and land use compatibility (industrial/commercial /residential)

+

+

+

Environmental exposure/risk (proximity to protected areas, floodplains, etc.)

+

+

+

Human exposure/risk (proximity to housing, public parks, etc.)

+

+

+

Population density

+

+

Unemployment rate

+

Job / housing balance (labour resources)

+

+

(Re)development potential / socio-economic index

+

+

Intersection density

+

+

Transport infrastructure

+

+

+

Utility infrastructure

+

+

+

+

+

Communication infrastructure
Land / property values

+

Ownership
Past use (industrial, agricultural, military, etc.)
Site

City of Colorado (2000)

+

Thomas (2002)

Localization (rural / city / inner city)

Cheng et al. (2011)

Prioritization factors (variables)*

Chrysochoou (2012)

Table 3: Summary of factors applied in existing prioritization methodologies

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

Physical / technical condition (state of buildings, infrastructure)
Environmental conditions (contamination, soil type, geology)

+

+

+

Image (attractiveness)

+

Financing / marketability

+

+

+

+

+ Indicates that the factor is included in the prioritization methodology
*

The terminology used by cited authors is not identical in all cases even if they refer to similar factors. The
summary is just illustrative and is based on the appraisal by authors of this Report.

Source: own compilation
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2.2 Definition of key WP3 concepts and terms
Success factors ► In general definition, a factor is anything that contributes to a result or
a process. In the context of brownfields regeneration (hereafter Timbre context), the
success factors are considered facts (conditions, circumstances, actors, agencies) that
are determinants and contributors to successful regeneration of brownfields (i.e. input
variables) in such a way as that they
 are the causes of the fact that some brownfields have become objects of concerns of
investors, politicians, experts or other actors;
 have been prioritized as the most critical, urgent or profitable to invest money, time
and energy;
 have been regenerated and newly used, while other sites are out of attention;
 stay neglected and derelict, or the process of their regeneration has not been
successfully completed.
The objective of WP3 is to survey, identify and classify factors which are significant for a
successful regeneration process. In the existing brownfield literature, the (success) factors
are alternatively called criteria, parameters or variables.

Indicators ► Many success factors are more or less complex phenomena that can be
expressed in general (qualitative) terms or nominal variables. Indicators represent
simplifications and quantifications of complex factors into measurable variables. Usually
one factor can be measured via more alternative or complementary indicators. The
selection of specific indicators is determined mostly by the availability of data.
Table 4: Examples of potential success factors and their measurable indicators
Success factors

Possible indicators

Peripherality of a location

Proximity to regional city (km)

Economic potential of locality

Number of business subjects per 100 inhabitants

Ecological burden of a site

Extent of soil contamination (Pb mg.kg-1)

Local political involvement

Rate (%) of participation in municipal elections
Source: own concept
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Success metrics ► In a general definition, a metric is a system of measurement that
facilitates the quantification of some particular characteristic. In the Timbre context, the
success metrics is considered to be the system of individual weights of factors that
reflect their relative significance in the process of brownfield regeneration. The
identification of success factors, their selection according their significance and elicitation
of their weights (metrics) are the initial steps for the prioritization of brownfields.

Success Matrix ► Success factors and success metrics together constitute the Success
Matrix. Success Matrix is regarded as an analytical framework of success factors, their
indicators and weights (metrics) which are relevant and significant for the process of
brownfields assessment and prioritization.

Prioritization ► In a general definition, prioritization is a process whereby an individual or a
group place a number of items in rank order based on their perceived or measured
importance or significance (Brown 2007). In the Timbre context, prioritization is the
process whereby a number of brownfields are evaluated, classified into groups or placed
in rank order based on their perceived or measured importance or significance regarding
a process of their regeneration. This process is supported by a prioritization tool that will
be developed in Timbre WP3. Prioritization allows stakeholders (an individual or a group)
to distribute and direct limited available resources, time and energy to those brownfield
sites that are assessed to be the most critical, urgent or profitable to address. The
prioritization can be processed with sets of brownfields at different spatial levels (e.g.
region, district, city) or with sets of brownfields of different portfolios (cross-regional),
applying various methodologies (working with different selection of factors and weights)
and depending on different prioritization criteria (e.g., a potential economic profit for
investors, an urgency of action in respect to existing environmental hazards or health
risks, actual political desires or requirements of local communities, efforts for the
preservation of historical or architectural heritage, a potential for development of
renewable energy projects).

Spatial level and spatial units ► Spatial units are regarded territorial units delimited at
different spatial levels. A spatial unit can be considered for example a territorial unit
defined according to the NUTS classification4: Municipalities (LAU 2/NUTS 5), Districts
(LAU 1/NUTS 4), Regions (NUTS 3). The selection of a spatial level and definition of
spatial units are key phases within the process of brownfields prioritization because it
determines the selection of factors (indicators) which will be applied in the prioritization
methodology (i.e. data are available only at the regional level, some at the municipality
level.)

4

NUTS - Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics, LAU – Local administrative units.
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3

BROWNFIELDS IN SELECTED EUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
CURRENT REALITY

This chapter provides a comparison of general legislative and political frameworks and
national strategies of the brownfield regeneration in selected European countries (Czech
Republic, Germany, Italy, Poland, Romania), the analysis of exiting databases (inventories,
registers) of brownfields, and a basic spatial analysis of existing brownfields in these
countries (based on the availability of data and options to publish them). The text is based on
information retrieved and provided by the WP3 partners from respective countries. The main
aim of this chapter is to demonstrate how different the conceptual definitions of brownfields
are. Political-institutional practices and research strategies related to the concerned
problems within the context of European Union’s countries are referred to briefly. It would be
beyond the scope of this report to provide a more in-depth clear separation between official
regulatory agencies, decision-makers and other stakeholders (research institutes, NGOs),
their different roles and liabilities for the countries (this is partly taken care of in Timbre WP2,
as indicated above).

3.1 Czech Republic
3.1.1 Conceptual definitions of brownfields and
strategies of their regeneration
The CzechInvest agency was founded in 1992, is owned by state and is the most important
organization in the Czech Republic in respect of brownfields. The agency’s main aim is to
support and attract entrepreneurial activities and investments. In the scheme of
governmental structure of the country it is subordinated to the Ministry of Industry and Trade
of the Czech Republic.
CzechInvest proposed a definition of brownfield that is widely accepted in the Czech
Republic. This definition is also quoted in various strategic governmental documents at the
different hierarchical levels as for example National Strategy for Brownfields Regeneration in
the Czech Republic (2008) or Strategy of regeneration brownfields in Zlin Region (2010).
Brownfield is defined here as “Property (land, building, area), that is underused, derelict and
may be contaminated. It occurs as reminder of industrial, agricultural, residential, military or
other activity. It is not possible to use such site suitably and effectively without regeneration
process.”5
The strategies of specific regional authorities in the Czech Republic are very similar to the
approach of CzechInvest, as described above. Brownfields are considered as devastated
and underused sites that offer great development potential for investors mainly from industry.
At present every region is developing own database of brownfields (except Plzeň Region and
city of Prague). The main purpose of making inventories is to promote sites and address the
potential investors. For this reason there not only devastated and abandoned sites are
offered but usually also development zones are included (empty industrial zones,
development zones on greenfields, etc.).
5

http://www.czechinvest.org/data/files/strategie-regenerace-vlada-1079.pdf
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The legislative documents do not use the term brownfields, but there is usually a reference to
the “previously built lands or plots” as for example in Czech Building Act no. 183/2006 Col.
about territorial planning and building order (zákon 183/2006 Sb. o územním plánování a
stavebním řádu -stavební zákon), the Act No. 334/1992 Col. about protection of agricultural
land defines agricultural land (334/1992 Sb. o ochraně zemědělského půdního fondu), the
Act No. 114/1992 Col. About protection of nature and landscape specifies the “previously
built areas of municipalities” (zákon č.114/1992 Sb. o ochraně přírody a krajiny), the Act
167/2008 Col. About prevention of environmental damages (167/2008 Sb. o předcházení
ekologické újmě a o její nápravě a o změně některých zákonů) brings general concepts
related to contaminated sites, which are defined more in detail by other documents as for
example Instructions of Czech Ministry of Environment for survey of contaminated lands
(2008). – Several non-governmental organizations have termed brownfield definitions.6
The National Strategy for Regeneration of Brownfields of the Czech Republic has been
developed on the basis of the resolution of government of the Czech Republic No. 1100 from
August 31, 2005. The main emphasis was to ensure the regeneration of these types of sites
for potential investments and location of strategic industrial zones and funding of their
development from state budgets. The vision of the National Strategy for Regeneration of
Brownfields of the Czech Republic is the regeneration of sites and areas, widening of
investments offers for business, improvement of environment and effective step forward to
re-use of formerly neglected areas with respect to improvement of settlement structure and
landscape and with respect to cultural-historical, economical, ecological and social aspects.
The main aim of the strategy was to develop suitable environments for fast and effective
implementation of regeneration projects and to prevent the formation of new brownfields.

6

An important, non-governmental organization dealing with brownfields in the Czech Republic is the Research
Center for Industrial Heritage. This center was founded in 2002 as a part of the Czech Technical University of
Prague, Faculty of Architecture. The aim of this research center is research on and systematical mapping of
industrial heritage in the Czech Republic. It develops methodologies that help to identify brownfields with
industrial heritage, takes part in educational, pedagogical activities and dissemination of knowledge concerning
this type of brownfield sites. As plenty of such sites deserve to be protected as heritage, the research center takes
part in concrete projects for preservation of industrial heritage (cf. http://vcpd.cvut.cz/2-profil.aspx). The Center
has developed its own definition of brownfield, usually defining it, as „...properties and land in urbanized areas,
that lost its original function from different reasons, they remain abandoned or insufficiently used (underused).
They tend to be easily and quickly devastated and have negative physical and economical influence on its
neighborhoods...As a consequence of their original function (production, mining, transport, storage etc.) risk of
contamination is assumed in cases of abandoned buildings and sites“ (Fragner 2005).
Also, the Institute for Sustainable Development of Settlements (IURS) should be mentioned. The main aim of
this institute is to develop knowledge and education on brownfields linked, to integrated urban renewal. The
Institute defines brownfields as sites, that “…are affected by their original usage, are abandoned or underused,
have real or assumed contamination problems, are mainly located in built-up areas, they claim some kind of
intervention to be brought back to sufficient use” (cf . http://www.brownfields.cz/o-cem-to-je/co-to-jsoubrownfiedls/).
Finally, influencial roots of brownfield concern can be based to the year 2003, when the Institute for Ecopolicy
worked on a project with title “Regeneration of brownfields in the Czech Republic“, that was financed by the
Ministry of Regional Development. The main aims of this study were to analyze legal and economic instruments
that both positively and negatively influenced brownfield regeneration efforts. Within this study a Methodology for
monitoring brownfields in municipalities of the Czech Republic was developed. This methodology defines
brownfield as: “old, unused or insufficiently and ineffectively underused sites from economic point of view with
original use in industry, logistics, business or housing in compact built-up areas and agricultural, army and other
sites and buildings in ‘open‘ landscape.” (cf. http://ekopolitika.cz/cs/brownfields/revitalizace-brownfields-v-cr.html).
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At the national level in the Czech Republic five basic strategic and planning documents and
specific strategies relating to brownfield regeneration have been developed, which are
concerned with the National Strategy for Regeneration of Brownfields of the Czech Republic:






Sustainable Development Strategy of the Czech Republic,
Economic Growth Strategy of the Czech Republic,
Regional Development Strategy of the Czech Republic,
Spatial Development Policy of the Czech Republic,
State Environmental Policy of the Czech Republic.

There is no hierarchical system among these documents related to brownfield
redevelopment in the Czech Republic.

3.1.2 Estimated number of brownfields in the Czech Republic and
their spatial distribution within regions
For the period 2005-2007 a large survey on evidence of brownfields in the Czech Republic
was carried out. It was organized by the CzechInvest agency that asked regional
administrations for such evidence (besides the area of Prague). The method of data
collection has its weaknesses and limits because the different regions provided the
CzechInvest with different quantities and quality of data (as concerns the criteria of
brownfields selection). For example the Vysočina and Pardubický Regions which are located
in the central part of the Czech Republic included just a very limited sample of brownfields
(see figure below). The aim of this Search Study on Location of Brownfields in the Czech
Republic7 (hereinafter Search Study) that was initiated by the National Strategy for
Regeneration of Brownfields of the Czech Republic was to identify, map and make evidence
of brownfields as sites that are unused, underused or affected by problems.
On the basis of this Search Study 2,355 brownfield sites were identified in the Czech
Republic, covering an area of 10,300 hectares with circa 14 % of built-up areas (1,412
hectares). Notably, the study does neither consider sites of less than 1 hectare nor mining
sites (and not the region of Prague) – which could be significant omissions in terms of impact
on surrounding areas.
A rough estimation of costs for regeneration of the above mentioned areas is 200 billion
CZK8 (circa 8 billion Euro). It has to be stressed that total number of brownfields in the Czech
Republic is probably much higher, as last estimations are working with numbers between
8,500 and 11,700 brownfields sites covering areas of 27,000 to 38,000 hectares in total.

7

http://www.czechinvest.org/data/files/nsb-595.pdf

8

CZK is short for Czech Crowns.
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Figure 2:

Spatial distribution of brownfields in the Czech Republic (according to the Search Study of
the CzechInvest agency – dataset of 2,355 brownfields)

Source: CzechInvest (data), own processing (map)

All collected data gathered has been used for creating the National Database of
Brownfields in the Czech Republic. Its use is unfortunately still limited due to a
disagreement of the majority of owners. Preventing details of particular sites from being
freely published the selection of proposed sites is based on agreement (or hindered by the
disagreement) of owners of the site to be published. For example freely accessible and
available for potential investors is just one part of the database including approximately 400
brownfield sites9.
As concerns other sources of information on brownfields on the national level, there is the
freely accessible database of the Regional Information Service (RIS). It is possible to
display a database of brownfield sites for individual regions in the Czech Republic, where
identification of sites and a basic photo documentation is available. The number of brownfield
sites included in this database is again limited to about 400 sites10.
However, the results of the Search Study and data from the National Database of
Brownfields in the Czech Republic are used by CzechInvest agency and by representatives
on national, regional and local level to identify sites for potential regeneration projects
government, that could be funded from Structural Funds of the European Union (e.g.
Operational Program “Industry and Business”, etc.) or from other European or national

9

http://www.brownfieldy.cz
http://www.risy.cz/cs/krajske-ris/stredocesky-kraj/regionalni-informace/brownfields/

10
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funding schemes. Results of the above mentioned Search Study also helped to modify
funding programs for the EU programming, time period 2007–2013.
A complete database (including also not open-sourced data) was provided (on the basis of
the Czech Act No. 106/1999 on Access to information) to the Institute of Geonics for the
purposes of research analyses in the scope of Timbre project. It has to be stressed, that
this central database of brownfields lack unified processing and monitoring. In this respect
the final product has to be regarded to as an not exhaustive database (especially as there
are no brownfield sites from Prague and only small samples of brownfield sites from
Vysočina region and from Pardubice region included) and therefore the information included
needs to be used and interpreted in a cautious, preliminary way.
As mentioned above, the Search Study identified 2,355 brownfield sites. Table 5 and Figure
3 indicate relative frequencies of brownfields according to their original use and the proposed
future use according to related territorial planning documents.
Table 5: Relative frequencies of brownfields according to the original use and proposed future use
Original use
Industry
Army
Agriculture
Civic facilities
Housing
Tourism
Other

Proposed future use
42.8 %
23.2 %
17.8 %
4.0 %
0.9 %
0.2 %
11.1 %

Mixed industrial function
Mixed urban function
Industry
Civic facilities
Mixed agriculture
Agriculture
Housing
Tourism, spa
Public greenery
Not specified
Other

20.8 %
20.7 %
16.5 %
12.4 %
11.4 %
7.0 %
4.2 %
2.3 %
0.6 %
0.6 %
3.5 %

Source: CzechInvest, 2008
Comparison of original and proposed future use of brownfields in the Czech Republic
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Source: CzechInvest, 2008
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As concerns the size of municipalities where brownfields are located, almost half of such
sites can be found in municipalities with no more than 2,000 inhabitants (calculated for
frequencies):





Municipalities up to population 2,000
Municipalities with population 2,001 – 10,000
Municipalities with population 10,001 – 50,000
Municipalities with population more than 50,000

48.6 %,
25.4 %,
14.6 %,
11.8 %.

It can be also stressed that more than 50 % of brownfields of the dataset has no
contamination and more than 70 % are in private ownership.
The majority of studied regional databases of brownfield sites is based on the above
mentioned Search Study. Permeability of brownfield data between national database and
regional ones is very good in that sense. On the other hand, these two types of databases
are not linked in a technical meaning. It can be said that all regional databases have
published all brownfield data available at the national level on their web pages. It should also
be stressed, that approaches of individual regional databases differ, differences can be also
identified in way, how regional databases are used for further purposes (just evidence of
sites, attraction of investors, friendly and not so friendly and intuitive web pages etc.).
i)

The initiative of some regions was unfortunately stopped with the publication of results of
the above mentioned Search Study on their web pages. Sometimes it is not clear if data
are updated or even systematically analyzed. Four regions of the Czech Republic were
identified for this approach (Karlovarský Region, Jihočeský Region, Pardubický Region,
Vysočina Region).
ii) Some regions perceive the existence of brownfield sites in their area as a barrier to
further development. Devastated or underused sites are usually understood and
presented as opportunity for investments to industry that should encourage social and
economic growth of region. Databases with this approach can be found in Středočeský
Region, Královehradecký Region, Olomoucký Region, Zlínský Region. Emphasis is paid
in this approach more to the role of public sector. It shouldn’t make brownfields so
attractive sites and shown more interest for the investors.
iii) The last group of regions is formed by those, who understand the importance of
brownfields for their area and their impact and potential for the attraction of investors.
Regions in this group usually work with brownfields in more complex and integral ways
and perceive brownfields as not only zones suitable for industry, but also as potential
area for civic facilities or housing. This group has own brownfield search studies,
brownfield strategies and subvention system that should stimulate interest in brownfields
and their reuse. It is not by chance, that majority of regions in this group belong to
structurally depressed regions with high unemployment, lower educational structure and
formerly very strong industries that after the transition of economy lost its importance. As
regions, where care to unused or underused sites is very strong, belong Ústecký
Region, Liberecký Region, Jihomoravský Region, Moravskoslezský Region.11

11

Examples of regional databases can be found for example at following websites: for Liberecký Region:
http://regionalni-rozvoj.kraj-lbc.cz/page3531/listPage:1/, for Zlínský Region: http://mapy.kr-zlinsky.cz/bf/
for Jihomoravský Region: http://www.brownfieldy-jmk.cz/
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This comparison and the simple categorization of regions concerning their approach to the
regeneration of brownfield sites, have been done according to the CzechInvest´s Search
Study which at the moment of preparation of this report has been the most comprehensive
and complex source of information on brownfields in the Czech Republic prepared by public
administration.

3.2 Germany
3.2.1 Conceptual definitions of brownfields and
strategies of their regeneration
For brownfields, there is no legally binding definition in Germany. Instead of brownfields, the
legislative focus is on precautions that must be taken to avoid the occurrence of harmful
changes to the soil – i.e. on (potential) contamination.
Possible definitions for brownfield sites, applied (rather in theory than in regulation) in
Germany, are from the CABERNET project (based on the CLARINET definition): “Sites that
have been affected by the former uses of the site and surrounding land; are derelict and
underused; may have real or perceived contamination problems; are mainly in developed
urban areas; and require intervention to bring them back to beneficial use.”12
The Federal Office for Building and Regional Planning (BBR) defined in a report from the
project “City of the future” urban brownfields as: “Formerly commercial, military, infrastructure
used area that has not been used for at least one year and where from an urban planning
point of view a re-use should follow.”13
Taking this definition of contaminated sites, regeneration could be understood narrowly as
remediation. According to the Federal Soil Protection Act (BBodSchG) remediation
according to article 2(7) refers to measures:
1. to eliminate or reduce pollutants (decontamination measures),
2. that prevent or reduce spreading of pollutants in a lasting way, without eliminating the
pollutants themselves (securing containment measures),
3. that eliminate or reduce harmful changes in the soil's physical, chemical or biological
characteristics.
This approach can be understood as a national strategy for regeneration (in a narrow
understanding) of contaminated brownfields connected with Federal Soil Protection and
Contaminated Sites Ordinance (BBodSchV), which contains legally fixed regulations on
assessment and remediation of contaminated sites in Germany.14 The German federal states
(Länder) have different subordinated laws (and ordinances) that complement federal law.15
The purpose of this Federal Soil Protection Act (BBodSchG) is to protect or restore the
functions of the soil on a permanent sustainable basis. These actions shall include
prevention of harmful soil changes (to the soil), rehabilitation of the soil, of contaminated
12

http://www.cabernet.org.uk/resourcefs/417.pdf
http://www.bbsr.bund.de/cln_032/nn_21888/BBSR/DE/Veroeffentlichungen/
Sonderveroeffentlichungen/2005undaelter/DL__Kompass,templateId=raw,property=publicationFile.pdf/DL_Komp
ass.pdf
14
http://www.umweltbundesamt.de/boden-und-altlasten/boden/downloads/Bundes_Bodenschutzgesetz_
Englisch.pdf ; https://www.bmu.de/english/soil_conservation_contamined_sites/downloads/doc/3286.php
15
See for example the Saxonian legislature: http://www.revosax.sachsen.de/GetXHTML.do?sid=22211244142
13
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sites and of waters contaminated by such sites; and precautions against negative soil
impacts.
Several actors are important with regard to the strategies and regulation of contaminated
land regeneration on the Länder- and federal level in Germany. With regard to the concrete
use and re-use of contaminated sites, the environmental ministries and the subordinated
agencies on Länder, country or municipality level are of most importance next to the urbanplanning authorities. For elaborating the strategic policies the Federal / State Working Group
on Soil Protection (LABO) is key player16. It is a committee of the conference of Länder’s
Ministers of the Environment, where the responsible higher authorities of the state and
federal level work together, to discuss issues relating to their tasks allocation and
cooperation, to develop solutions and make recommendations enhancing the development of
soil conservation and soil protection regulation and supporting the exchange of experiences
between the federal and state governments. Many guidance documents, manuals, directives
etc., pertaining to brownfield regeneration are produced and published by different
institutions, e.g. next to LABO by so-called LAGA17, LAWA18 and by “Länder” as well as by
associations such as “Bodenbündnis europäischer Städte, Kreise und Gemeinden –
European Land and Soil Alliance (ELSA) e.V.”19. On the non-governmental side, the
Ingenieurtechnischer Verband für Altlastenmanagement und Flächenrecycling e.V. (ITVA)20
[the German Scientific-technical Association for Environmental Remediation and Brownfield
Redevelopment] is main actor addressing brownfield revitalization at the national and
regional levels.

3.2.2 Estimated number of brownfields in Germany and
their spatial distribution within regions
For example LABO provides data on the number of sites suspected of being contaminated &
contaminated sites in Germany (2011) based on data from the “Länder”. Similar data are
provided by the Federal Environmental Agency21.
An assessment of derelict industrial and commercial areas, derelict transport sites, in
particular railway areas, and derelict military sites that have not been used for at least two
years has been done in „Praxiseinführung der Boden-Wert-Bilanz und Systematik zur
Abschätzung des Brachflächenbestands in Deutschland“ UFOPLAN - FKZ: 298 77 284 in
199922. This inventory resulted in an estimation of approximately 128,000 hectares.
The Federal Ministry of Statistics provides data on land use main ascertainment
(“Bodennutzungshaupterhebung”) for agricultural brownfields throughout Germany and for
“Länder” (2011)23. Umweltbundesamt Berlin estimates the potential number of brownfield
sites as being about 362,00024.

16

http://www.labo-deutschland.de
http://www.laga-online.de
18
http://www.lawa.de/
19
http://www.bodenbuendnis.org
20
http://www.itv-altlasten.de/
21
http://www.umweltbundesamt-daten-zur-umwelt.de/umweltdaten/public/document/
downloadImage.do?ident=2377
22
http://www.umweltbundesamt.de/boden-und-altlasten/altlast/web1/berichte/gwiese2/wiese2_t.htm
23
www.lv.de/agrarmediaservice/info/marktmed/agrarstrukturdaten/boden2.pdf
24
http://www.cabernet.org.uk/resourcefs/417.pdf
17
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Table 6: Summary statistics for contaminated sites25
Risk assessment
completed

Contaminated sites
in remediation

12,205

2,275

2,780 15,902

616

Bavaria

03/2012

16,450 11,296

5,154

1,085

1,812

5,651

992

93

Berlin

06/2012

5,493

1,186

4,971

982

210

n./a.

75

85

Brandenburg

06/2012

19,763

7,112

12,651

1,465

4,189

4,409

137

256

Bremen

06/2012

3,532

27

3,505

398

653

1,023

37

186

Hamburg

04/2012

1,717

273

1,454

557

438

3,223

153

149

Hesse

07/2012

1,035

542

493

460

960

2,141

264

69

Mecklenburg-West Pomerania

12/2011

5,802

2,630

3,170

1,010

197

1,847

363

575

2,023

4,608

407

596

6,213 21,292

553

n./a.

Monitoring

Remediation
completed

1,615

former waste
disposal
sites
former
industrial
sites

13,820

total

12/2011

as of

Baden-Württemberg

Country

Contaminated
sites

Sites suspected of being
contaminated

431

Lower Saxony

07/2012

88,921

9,775

79,146

3,492

North Rhine-Westphalia

01/2012

81,825 33,397

48,428

n./a.

Rhineland-Palatinate

07/2012

11,651 10,440

1,211

324

152

6,943

172

71

Saarland

05/2010

1,977

1,650

323

456

156

379

35

64

Saxony

05/2012

19,672

6,717

12,955

592

2,991

6,745

408

675

Saxony-Anhalt

05/2012

16,428

5,044

11,384

193

1,739

3,780

75

55

Schleswig-Holstein

12/2011

13,689

2,099

11,590

330

968

2,570

75

73

Thuringia

03/2012

12,078

3,768

8,310

790

845

4,992

280

75

Source: Umweltbundesamt, own compilation based on Committee LABO coordinated data collection
from the “Länder” as of 31.08.2012

According to Article 11 of the Federal Soil Protection Act, “Identification” – “The Länder may
issue provisions regarding identification of contaminated sites and of sites suspected of
being contaminated.” Data regarding these sites are collected by the environmental agencies
of the “Länder” or the local authorities and stored in databases (“Altlastenkataster”). Usually,
the following information is collected:
1. Location, size and condition of the sites,
2. The type, quantity and nature of the waste and other materials that have been deposited
or otherwise put into the ground,
3. Type of previous operation, the decommissioned or abandoned facilities,
4. Previous, present and planned uses of the contaminated sites or potentially
contaminated site that are able to bring about hazards, considerable disadvantages or
considerable nuisances for individuals or the general public,
5. People, who were previously owners, occupiers or in actual control or currently are, and
6. Other facts and legal relations, which are necessary for the prevention of hazards,
significant disadvantages or considerable nuisances for individuals or the general public.
Based on the Environmental Information Act information are available, but may be charged.
25

http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/contentfiles/00003600/3669-proposte-brownfield.pdf/at_download/file
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Mapping of contaminated sites for the federal level is not available. Maps are available for
several municipalities based on the “Altlastenkataster” referred to above. With support of
GESA, a sample of approximately 100 brownfields for Saxony26 was obtained for further
analyses and further testing of the prioritization tool methodology which is the next task of
WP3. The spatial distribution of the sample on the territory of Saxony is visible from the
figure shown below.
Figure 4: Spatial distribution of the sample of brownfields from Saxony provided by GESA for WP3
research activities

Source: GESA (data), own processing (map)

26
The sites represent a reflection of the types, e.g. former use and nature of contamination, and size of the full
population in the databases of the GESA-Portfolio, which in turn is only a very small selection from all
contaminated sites in Saxony (cf. Table 6).
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3.3 Italy
3.3.1 Conceptual definitions of brownfields and
strategies of their regeneration
Contaminated sites are recognized to be a significant matter in Italy: in 2004 around 5,000
sites were registered as polluted and other 7,000 were registered as potentially polluted.
Italian regulation requires that contaminated sites must be remediated by the responsibility of
the contamination (following the principle “the polluter pays”) or by the owner of the area or, if
these actors are not clearly identified, by the competent Public authority.
The definition provided in the document “Guidelines proposal for environmental requalification and economical valorization of brownfields”27 (APAT - Servizio Interdipartimentale per
le emergenze Ambientali, 2006) is the following: “Contaminated sites where the
requalification and land use change can produce economic benefits equal or even higher
then costs, considering in the costs both the work for new buildings/infrastructures and the
work for remediation. These sites are usually located in urban or suburban areas and are
already equipped with infrastructures (power system, gas system, sewage system, etc.) and
included in a logistic net. Although these areas have relevant impacts on the surrounding
environment and socio-economical context, their characteristics permit their transformation
and regeneration including financial and economic benefits and new opportunities of
sustainable development for the community”.
This definition, although it is provided by the Italian Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
cannot be considered a legislative definition, because it is not included in any laws or other
legislative documents (i.e. decree).
According to the Government Decree, D. Lgs. 152/2006 (Environmental norms), Part IV, Title
V: “Remediation of contaminated sites”, polluted sites are divided in potentially contaminated
sites and contaminated sites. A potentially contaminated site is a site in which at least one
concentration value (on one sample) of a hazardous substance in an environmental media is
higher than the corresponding contamination concentration value (CSC), which represents
the screening value. If a site is considered potentially contaminated, a site-specific risk
assessment study needs to be performed in order to define if the site is contaminated or not.
In fact, the result of the risk assessment is the definition of the risk-based threshold
concentrations (CSR in the Italian regulation). These threshold concentrations represent the
risk-based remediation targets. On the basis of the results of the risk assessment procedure
a contaminated site is defined as a site where the risk-based threshold concentrations (CSR)
are exceeded for, at least, one concentration value28.
As far as the definition of the Italian strategy for brownfields regeneration is concerned, the
first attempt to provide some guidelines for the development and implementation of suitable
actions is represented by the document issued the 21st of August 2012 by the Italian Ministry
of Environment which described the government intentions to support the sustainable
development in Italy29. Among all the different proposed actions, reduction of bureaucracy
and institution of tax credit for procedures related with remediation have been proposed in
order to enhance rehabilitation and valuation of abandoned industrial areas.
27

http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/contentfiles/00003600/3669-proposte-brownfield.pdf/at_download/file
http://www.camera.it/parlam/leggi/deleghe/06152dl.htm
29
http://www.minambiente.it/home_it/showitem.html?item=/documenti/comunicati/comunicato_0438.html&lang=it
28
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In order to ensure environment protection, the Institute for Environmental Protection and
Research, ISPRA (Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale), has been
established. In particular ISPRA has been instituted by Decree no. 112 of 25 June 2008,
converted into Law no. 133 (with amendments) on 21 August 2008. The Institute acts under
the vigilance and policy guidance of the Italian Ministry for the Environment and the
Protection of Land and Sea (Ministero dell’Ambiente e della Tutela del Territorio e del Mare).
Among all its institutional activities, ISPRA has also the task of providing and updating the
guidelines for characterization and remediation of contaminated sites. Some of these
documents have been prepared in collaboration with the Ministry for the Environment, Land
and Sea and other public bodies involved in these issues.
The Italian Ministry for the Environment and the Protection of Land and Sea is instead
competent for enacting regulations, financing environmental projects of national public
interest and utility and in particular for defining and managing a particular group of sites that
are called “sites of national interest” (SNI), that are defined in relation to site characteristics,
quantity and hazard of pollutants, impact on the environment in terms of health and
ecological risk and damage to cultural heritage. These areas and their perimeters are
identified by Decree of the Minister for the Environment, Land and Sea, in agreement with
the Regions concerned. SNI differ from other contaminated sites because their reclamation
procedure is assigned to the Ministry of the Environment, Land and Sea, which may also
involve ISPRA, ARPA (regional environmental protection agency) and other regulators.
At regional level the public body for the environmental protection is ARPA (Agenzia
Regionale per la Prevenzione e l’Ambiente). Each Italian Region has its own ARPA agency
that among all the institutional activities has to ensure that characterization and remediation
activities are conducted as required by law.
From the administrative point of view, the approval to the characterization plan, to the
environmental risk assessment and to the remediation plan is given by the administration of
the Region where the contaminated site is located, with the consensus of the Province and
Municipality administrations in charge. The final certificate that a site has been remediated
comes under the Province in charge jurisdiction.

3.3.2 Estimated number of brownfields in Italy and
their spatial distribution within regions
In the “Guidelines proposal for environmental requalification and economical valorization of
brownfields” the following data on number of contaminated and potentially contaminated
sites and their spatial distribution within regions are reported in Table 7 below.
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Table 7: Number of contaminated and potentially contaminated sites30
Region
Piemonte
Valle D’Aosta
Lombardia
Trentino Alto
Veneto
Friuli Venezia
Liguria
Emilia –
Toscana
Umbria
Marche
Lazio
Abruzzo
Molise
Campania
Puglia
Basilicata
Calabria
Sicilia
Sardegna
Total

Potentially
contaminated
sites
(a)
5
1,826
583
125
144
945
1,049
725
1,574
329
(a)
9
1,324
566
890
696
721
703
12,214

Preliminary
investigation
(b) 404
3
475
162
164
26
57
260
538
6
(a)
110
(a)
2
60
(a)
(a)
(a)
57
276
2,196

Sites in the database.
On-going
Remediated
remediation
121
(c) 86
3
4
328
112
54
29
162
15
13
0
70
0
130
24
380
105
17
1
(a)
(a)
108
0
(a)
3
13
1
169
3
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
6
5
46
2
1,620
304

Total
611
10
915
245
341
39
127
414
1023
24
104
220
(a)
16
232
(a)
117
(a)
68
324
4,830

Notes: (a) on-going evaluation, data n.a. for 2004; (b) 56/404 sites with investigation plan presented to
the protection agency but not approved yet; (c) 64/86 sites with no necessary intervention.

In most of the Italian experiences on brownfield regeneration, sustainability is mostly
interpreted as an issue of stakeholder involvement and rarely refers also to the realization of
economic or environmental sustainability of projects. The sustainability of projects of
brownfield regeneration requires that all involved actors work together, through a
participatory process, creating partnerships and sharing of information, to integrate
environmental, economic and social aspects to achieve a regenerated territory able to
ensure high quality of life and safe environmental conditions.
The achievement of sustainability goals requires also a strong horizontal integration of
policies and instruments at all levels of government and a better vertical integration to ensure
that the efforts of local and regional actors and authorities are not hampered.
In the Italian context of brownfield regeneration, important tools are represented by national
agreements that the owners of complex sites have to sign with the Ministry for the
Environment and with the other actors operating in the same area. This particular type of
agreements usually leads to public private partnerships that, representing an efficient way to
finance requalification projects, should be more often encouraged.

30

http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/contentfiles/00003600/3669-proposte-brownfield.pdf/at_download/file
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3.4 Poland
3.4.1 Conceptual definitions of brownfields and
strategies of their regeneration
There is no single officially agreed definition for brownfields in Poland. Degradation of land is
the subject of various legislative frameworks concerning agriculture and forest soil protection,
environmental protection and spatial planning. These frameworks relate to various
administrative institutions. Brownfields meant as post-industrial, post-military sites are not
recognized directly in the legislative framework. Definitions focused on this aspect are
formulated by practitioners dealing with land management.
There are many definitions used in different legislative documents. They reflect different
aspects of degradation:
 “Degraded areas due to diffuse soil contamination - high density of landfill sites.”
(Ministry of Environment in Poland)31
 “Areas designed for recultivation including degraded or desolated grounds, such as
closed dumps, dumping grounds, such as closed dumps, dumping grounds, depressions
(hollows), post industrial areas, post mining areas, post military training ground, for
which the administrative bodies approved recultivation projects.” (Ministry of Regional
Development32).
 “Degraded area – special area – in the context of spatial planning or in the context of
spatial conflicts – indicated in voivodeship [i.e. the regional level] planning documents:
Study of the Conditions ad Directions for the Spatial Development and Land Use
Development Plan.” (Ustawa o planowaniu i zagospodarowaniu przestrzennym33).
 “Degraded area – grounds of decreased agricultural or forestry value, especially as a
result of worsening of natural conditions or changes in environment or industrial activities
as well as imperfect rural activity” (Ustawa o ochronie gruntów rolnych i leśnych34).
Consequently, there is no national strategy for brownfields regeneration in Poland. On
country level, a strategy for the Silesian Voivodeship exists entitled „Wojewódzki Program
przekształceń terenów poprzemysłowych i zdegradowanych wraz koncepcją rozbudowy
narzędzi informatycznych oraz prognozą jego oddziaływania na środowisko. Regionalny
system wspomagania zarządzaniem terenami poprzemysłowymi w gminach, 2008”35.
In the context of applying for structural funds managed by Marshal Offices of the Voivodships
within Regional Operational Programmes (Regionalne Programy Operacyjne - RPO),
municipalities are obliged to prepare local revitalization plans with identification of sites
owned by local community and with rationale for their redevelopment. Local revitalization
plans are prepared and coordinated by local administration and constitute action plans aimed
at transformation of the sites and facilitation of their further development.
Site regeneration is not required as a compulsory action of site owner. In most cases
brownfield sites in Poland are owned by public entities, especially by local communities. The

31

http://www.cabernet.org.uk/resourcefs/417.pdf
http://isap.sejm.gov.pl/DetailsServlet?id=WDU20010380454
33
http://isap.sejm.gov.pl/Download?id=WDU20030800717&type=1
34
http://www.abc.com.pl/du-akt/-/akt/dz-u-95-16-78
35
http://bip.slaskie.pl/dokumenty/2009/01/05/1231160067.pdf
32
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situation is often a result of official transfers of military sites or post-mining and industrial
areas to the relevant local government. The owner is legally responsible only for
environmental risks posed by site contamination and other issues like safety for the public.
For the brownfield site’s owner intervention is required in cases when contamination exceeds
threshold values established for soil. In cases in which high environmental risk was
determined, central government establishes special remediation programs. For example, in
the 1990s programs for former soviet military bases and for pesticide dumps were executed.
For those site categories structured information was prepared as internal documentation.36
Regional Agency for Environmental Protection (Regionalna Dyrekcja Ochrony Środowiska –
RDOŚ) is responsible for registering of contaminated sites upon information from site owners
or relevant institutions - Environmental Protection Inspectorates. Previously the responsibility
of registering of contaminated and degraded land was laid on county administration.
According to the latest changes in Polish law, Regional Environmental Protection Directorate
(Regionalna Dyrekcja Ochrony Środowiska – RDOŚ) is responsible for management of
abandoned sites posing environmental risk. Its responsibility concerns site remediation and
its further transfer to new owner – potentially community – according to the general approach
recognized in Poland. The community could manage the site as public property. Another
option is selling the property to private investor. Usually, further redevelopment activities are
carried out through mechanism of Special Economic Zones in which municipalities can
transfer the land to the zone operator responsible for revitalization or through selling of the
land to private owners.

3.4.2 Estimated number of brownfields in Poland and
their spatial distribution within regions
Currently, there is no central brownfields database existing in Poland. The Ministry of
Environment estimates 3,230 potential brownfield sites37, which seems to be rather
underestimating.
In the regional database of Silesian Voivodship (RSIP), there are recorded about 700 sites
(Regional Spatial Information’s System – Regionalny system informacji przestrzennej).
Additional work concerning public access to the system is still on-going. A similar database
was prepared for Małopolskie Voivodeship including the inventory of potentially degraded
areas and areas which were qualified as priority degraded. An inventory of potentially
degraded areas in the Silesian agglomeration was prepared as part of the PECOMINES
research project. All these data bases are not open-sourced. Apart from these databases,
registers of degraded and contaminated areas are maintained by the Regional Directorate of
Environmental Protection. Municipalities and County Offices also gather information about
contaminated areas. Official contact is required to use these data.

36

Currently a program on liquidation of high risk sites (so called “ecological bombs”) is carried out. Within this
program the financial support for remediation activities is provided. It is an initiative of the Chief Inspectorate of
Environmental Protection (Główny Inspektorat Ochrony Środowiska - GIOŚ) and the National Fund for
Environmental Protection and Water Management (Narodowy Fundusz Ochrony Środowiska i Gospodarki
Wodnej – NFOŚiGW). List of these sites is not publicly available. The priority is given to abandoned lands and
lands owned by the state. Private owners can also apply for financial support.
37
http://www.cabernet.org.uk/resourcefs/417.pdf
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Research studies on revitalization of Polish cities titled “Revitalisation of Polish Cities as a
Measure to Preserve Material and Spiritual Heritage and as a Sustainable Growth Factor”
have been prepared by the Institute of Urban Development (IRM), Warsaw School of
Economics (SGH), Jagiellonian University and the association "Forum of Revitalization"38.
With the support of IETU, the dataset of brownfields for Silesian Voivodeship was obtained
for Timbre WP3. In the Silesian Voivodeship there are situated more than 11,300 ha of postindustrial and degraded areas. The brownfields are spatially concentrated especially in
Katowice conurbation (see Figure 5 below). This database will be used for future testing of
the prioritization tool methodology which is the next task of WP3.
Figure 5: Spatial distribution of the brownfields on the territory of the Silesian Voivodeship in Poland

Source: IETU (data), own processing (map)

38

http://irm.krakow.pl/en/urban_regeneration.html
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3.5 Romania
3.5.1 Conceptual definitions of brownfields and
strategies of their regeneration
There is no official definition of brownfields in Romania. In The Government Decision
1408/2007 “Regarding the investigation and assessment modalities of the soil and subsoil
pollution” there is a definition of contaminated site: “contaminated site - the geographically
defined area, bounded to surface and depth, polluted with biological or chemical
substances”. The Ministry of Waters and Environment very briefly presents the definition of
brownfield as “polluted lands (soils)”.
These definitions are incomplete and are not adequate for dealing with the current reality but
they will be modified in a future government decision. This government decision is available
in the Romanian language on the website of NEPA (National Environmental Protection
Agency)39.
In Romania, there is no national strategy for the management of the contaminated sites or
brownfields. However, there were several attempts to develop this national strategy, both at
the national and the regional level. At the national level, the World-Bank funded project on
“Consultancy Services for the Development of the National Strategy for the Management of
Contaminated Sites” was carried out in 2007 – 2008 by the Dutch company Royal
Haskoning. The second national project, funded through PHARE in 2008 - 2009, aimed at
offering “Technical Assistance for the Development of a Strategy and an Action Plan for
Regenerating Historically Contaminated Sites.” The results of the two projects were to be
used by the Ministry of the Environment and Forests to draft its own strategy for
contaminated sites. At the time of this writing (November 2012), however, this strategy has
not been released.
For each regional environmental protection agency, there were twinning projects (20062009), funded by the EU, which also included regional and national workshops. At the
conclusion of each project, a series of guiding documents on different topics were developed.
However, these guides were neither disseminated at the national level in Romania nor were
they used for developing official guidelines.
The main actors in the area of brownfield regeneration in Romania differ significantly from
those in the Czech Republic (and other countries referred to above). Whereas in the latter,
the significant actors in the area of brownfields are the state-funded agency CzechInvest
(subordinated to the Ministry of Industry and Trade) and several NGOs, in Romania, the
environmental authorities play the main role (cf. Fraunhofer MOEZ 2010). These include the
Ministry of Environment and Forests and the National Environmental Protection Agency,
including their regional and local branches, which have the legal mandate to identify and
manage the contaminated sites in Romania. Two private companies – Royal Haskoning from
the Netherlands and Petrom from Romania - have, in the past, played a noteworthy role in
brownfield management. The Dutch company was entrusted with the development of the
national strategy for contaminated sites (see above), while Petrom, as the owner of the
majority of oil-contaminated sites in Romania, is the first actor to have engaged in the
39

http://www.anpm.ro/legislatie
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complete regeneration of one of its sites (Petrom City in Bucharest). NGOs play a minor role
in the brownfield regeneration market (Fraunhofer MOEZ 2010). Overall, however, none of
these actors has taken any significant step so far in putting brownfield regeneration on the
political and public agenda in Romania.

3.5.2 Estimated number of brownfields in Romania and
their spatial distribution within regions
In Romania there is not any official list of contaminated sites approved by a legal act. The
National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA) manages a database made according to
Governmental decision No. 1408/2007 regarding the investigation and assessment
modalities of soil and subsoil pollution, which is a register of holders of business/owners of
land which may contain potentially contaminated soils.
This database includes 1,875 “objectives”. For 800 objectives of this inventory there are
punctual analytical data showing the presence of significant contaminants that could be
roughly delimited as "contaminated areas”. A detailed investigation was carried out for 19
objectives representing the locations of former oil deposits owned by the company OMV
Petrom SA, which allowed the three-dimensional shaping of contaminated plumes and
identification of the environmental elements affected (soil, unsaturated zone, saturated
zone). It established the nature of pollutants, concentrations, concentrations gradients and
migration paths. It also identified risks to human health and other environmental elements.
For these locations there were contracted remedial works to be carried out during 20122015.
In Romania there are not any systematic research studies or inventory reports concerning
brownfields. Just a few papers related to brownfield problems were published in journals or
conference proceedings, but they mostly discussed the general political frameworks of
brownfields regeneration in a country and/or analyzed some specific case studies from
selcted cities, as for example Sorin & Cocean (2012), Popescu & Patrascoiu (2012) or
Cobarzan (2007).
The number of potentially contaminated sites in Romania varies greatly according to different
sources. Until 1989 there were 40,000 economic units that were used for industrial and
agricultural activities with contamination potential for soil, subsoil, groundwater and surface
waters. In the last 20 years, there have been major changes in the structure and types of
activities conducted in these economic units. Currently there are over 500,000 operators
performing industrial, commercial, and agricultural and service activities. Of these, NEPA
estimates that a number of about 200,000 sites occupied by activities with environmental
impacts, therefore requiring authorization/integrated environmental permits. In the package
of legislative acts which NEPA considers a top priority, the agency proposes a methodology
for the inventory of potentially contaminated sites in general, and of brownfields in particular.
We hope that this set of regulations will be developed quickly.
NEPA has collected data on about 2,200 brownfields (contaminated) sites in Romania and a
sample of about 100 brownfields was provided by NEPA for WP3 research activities (see
Figure below).
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Figure 6: Spatial distribution of the selected brownfields (contaminated sites) provided by NEPA for
WP3 research activities

Source: NEPA (data), own processing (map)
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4

BEST PRACTICES SURVEY: ANALYSES OF SELECTED CASES
STUDIES OF SUCCESSFUL BROWNFIELD REGENERATION

The main objective of this chapter is to introduce and characterize the Timbre approach to
“best-practices”. The chapter is divided to the following subchapters: the first subchapter
discuss the selected examples of previous concepts, approaches and methodologies related
to the best practices, the second subchapter contains description of Timbre “best practices”
concept, the third subchapter brings information and results related to own research activities
– there is information about sample of regenerated brownfields which have been already
collected from the Czech Republic and from the selected EU countries as well.

4.1 Theoretical background – selected examples of previous
concepts, approaches and methodologies related to “best
practices”
4.1.1 “Best practices” from the perspective of selected publications
To begin with it is necessary to emphasize that it is probably impossible to find a common
objective across all different groups of stakeholders from the different countries, or a
commonly accepted definition of a successfully regenerated brownfield. According to Doick
et al. (2009) in brownfield regeneration, success has been described generically as
economic benefit (e.g. De Sousa 2003) or as civil infrastructure renewal, tax-based
development, economic development and neighborhood revitalization (e.g. Amekudzi &
Fomunung 2004). Furthermore Doick et al. (2009) mention that in specific terms, success
has been described as local community involvement, job creation or relative to environmental
remediation (Amekudzi & Fomunung 2004) and they continued with quotation of Silverthorne
(2006) who noted that definitions of success of brownfields regeneration varied between
countries, academic disciplines and regeneration projects, recognizing that different concepts
of success emerged from the different values.
It was also reported that successful development could be replaced rapidly (especially in the
conditions of market economy) by unsuccessful development. Municipalities (or areas) where
successful brownfield regeneration was performed can become victims of their success
(Dixon 2007), for example unsuitable housing mix or wrongly structured plans are developed,
which causes out-migration of local inhabitants from municipality – transient (Dixon 2007) or
fragile (Bacot & O´Dell 2006) communities can arise or social stigma can exist in the
perception of regenerated areas anyway. From this perspective, even a project of successful
brownfield regeneration, which is currently used and described among so called “best
practice” examples, in the future revert to brownfields again, for example if investors decide
to move their activities to a different country with a cheaper labor force.
The perception of successful/ unsuccessful brownfields regeneration is usually very different
not only among the different groups of stakeholders (e.g. developers, public administration
representatives, local inhabitants, site owners, spatial planners etc.) but there could be huge
variety of the approaches within the same group of stakeholders. For example the mayors of
large cities with successful brownfield regeneration are usually expecting the huge financial
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investments in the projects to completely change the structures of the former industrial,
military or other kinds of brownfields sites; while mayors in small peripheral rural
municipalities can perceive success as being when a few neglected and abandoned former
buildings or objects (e.g. small industrial or agricultural) are re-used without significant
regeneration changes for the development of the small entrepreneurial activities (e.g.
Klusáček et al. 2011).
From the perspective of the Timbre project, it is necessary to emphasize that there could be
many different approaches to the “best practices” not only among different countries (the four
Timbre studied countries are Germany, the Czech Republic, Poland and Romania) but also
within the same country. The most complicated and confusing situation could be Romania,
where according to Mirea (2011) the industrial landscape in Bucharest is experiencing a
quick transition, where many industrial units are transformed into supermarkets, malls or
business buildings, and often the investors choose to demolish the industrial artefacts
instead of preserving and using them. These changes are affecting the urban fabric and the
communities and are not always good examples (Mirea 2011). Other examples of
regenerated brownfields are analysed by Romanian authors – for example Popescu &
Pătrăşcoiu (2012) pay attention to the redevelopment projects in Craiova city and some other
examples of regenerated sites are mentioned by Gavrilidis et al. (2011). Several regenerated
brownfields were identified during WP3 questionnaire survey with Romanian stakeholders as
well. There is huge paradox in this context, that according to NEPA (an official institution
dealing with brownfields issue in Romania) there are no regenerated brownfields in Romania.
The NEPA approach is based on the Romanian official definition of brownfields as
contaminated sites registered by NEPA – it means that industrial sites without contamination,
which have been reused for shopping centres yet, are not officially perceived as examples of
the regenerated brownfields (Sileam 2012). Sileam (2012) emphasize that there is possible
only one regenerated site in Romania - Petrom site in Bucharest, which is officially approved
as regenerated brownfield. The remediation concept for the Bucharest PETROM site is
briefly described in The Management of Brownfields Redevelopment (2010: 37). With
exemption of a few scientific articles, there is no special brochure in Romania focused on
dissemination of knowledge associated with regeneration process among the different
groups of stakeholders.
The more sophisticated approaches than in Romania are used in the other Timbre studied
countries (Germany, the Czech Republic and Poland) located in Central Europe. In Poland,
“best practice” examples of the regenerated brownfields are gathered for example within the
scope of Revita–Silesia initiative, which is aimed at strengthening the cooperation between
science and business within brownfield revitalization (see for detailed Revita-Silesia 2012). In
Germany, the brochure “The Future lies on Brownfields” was published in 2005 by the
Federal Environmental Agency which includes a few selected examples of best practices
(see for details Kalberer et al. 2005). This German brochure is interesting by the fact that
there is not only information about fully regenerated brownfields but there are mentioned the
examples of temporally use, which can be catalyst of future development, because they are
important for improving of image of sites (Kalberer et al. 2005). In the Czech Republic, there
are different approaches for example among the different regions (NUTS 3 level) – the
Regional Development Agency South Moravia, which is dealing with brownfields
redevelopment especially in conditions of the South Moravian Region, published in the years
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2006 - 2010 in total 8 publications (see for details Publikace 2012). These publications pay
attention to the detailed analyses of the selected best practices, which were selected to be
represented the different types of regenerated brownfields according to their previous use,
current use, sources of financing of regeneration process. These best practices were created
by stakeholders closely related to regeneration process and therefore the texts contain plenty
of interesting information but the perspective could be a little bit subjective – it is necessary
to expect that stakeholders emphasized especially the positive results of regeneration. For
example the publication The Brownfields regeneration in the South Moravian region (2011)
brings information in English about 6 examples of regenerated brownfields (4 of them with
the industrial original use, 1 military original use, and 1 agricultural original use) and it has
character of “celebration of the successes in English language” – e.g. Lechovice horse farm
(pages 28-33) is presented as traditional farm which was transformed to the state of the
abandoned brownfield during socialistic era and which was regenerated because of
restitution process (return of farm to the original family of farmers). . The more detailed, more
“objective” and more ambitious study (with goal to identify the state of regeneration of all
brownfields) was conducted by the Liberec Region. This study, which was created study in
2012, divided officially “all” brownfields in the territory of the Liberec Region according stage
of regeneration to six different categories (see Table 8 below).
Table 8: The Liberec Region - brownfields according to state of regeneration (as of 31st Jan. 2012)
Category
Completely or almost completely regenerated brownfields
Brownfields in stage of regeneration
Brownfields prepared for regeneration (project prepared, subvention is approved, etc.)
Brownfields, where owners are interested in regeneration
Brownfields, which were re-used again without significant regeneration changes
Brownfields after demolition
Total

Number
23
10
4
13
34
17
101

Source: Brownfields of the Liberec Region (2012: 2)

In spite of the above-mentioned huge differences in concepts, approaches and methods
related to the “best practices”, the different samples of the “best-practices” are analyzed or
characterized in many different scientific texts (e.g. Mirea 2011, Klusáček et al. 2011),
publications of the international institutions (e.g. The Management of Brownfields
Redevelopment 2010) or national institutions or bodies (e.g. for Germany Kalberer et al.
2005 or for Italy the pages 230 – 240 in brochure Proposta di linee guida per il recupero
ambientale e la valorizzazzione economica dei brownfields 2006 or for the South Moravian
Region in the Czech Republic brochure Brownfields Regeneration in the South Moravian
Region 2011) or scientific projects (the detailed analyses of the samples of case studies
created by selected scientific projects is included in the following part of report). There are no
doubts that analyzing of “best practices” is generally perceived as very important for
regeneration of brownfields.
In this context, Pediaditi et al. (2010) mention that to monitor, analyze and publish best
practice case studies (to demonstrate how to conduct a success in projects and to illustrate
their value) was identified by stakeholders as one of the most important parts of the
professional training and education process.
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4.1.2 “Best practices” from the perspective of the selected previous research
projects
Before starting our own research activities, there was conducted an analysis of the existing
websites and published outputs of previous research projects (with a special emphasis on
previous EU scientific projects). This analysis investigated whether the projects were dealing
with “best-practice“ case studies, how they were monitored, analysed and presented. This
starting research paid attention to a total of 30 EU scientific projects dealing with the
problems of brownfield regeneration (or closely related issues), 12 of which presented as
results some examples of successful brownfield regeneration (or they declared the research
on best practices in their description of work at least). A brief summary of review of these
projects is presented in Table 9.
As for international comparison the research team included also two projects or platforms
presenting examples of successful regeneration from the USA. The situation in the USA is
quite different in comparison to European Union because there is a central database in the
USA, which was created by U. S. Environmental Protection Agency according to the same
methodology.
The majority of the research projects usually declared among their main goal “creation and
publication of the database of the successfully regenerated brownfields” but the concrete
results were often far away from this objective. There are often published only a few
examples of successfully regenerated brownfields, which were analysed in detail during the
duration of the research projects. However, the sample of this “databases” is extremely
limited – there are only seldom more than 10 examples of best practices. The systematic
comparison of the conditions in the different European states and regions was not possible
with these limited samples. From the projects, which created larger databases of the
regenerated brownfields it is possible to mention especially Cobraman, ReSource and
SMARTe (and in U.S. conditions EPA).
Larger databases of best practices have to manage the problem of how to structure the
database and how to present the results to the end-users. They use different principles –
very often the regional division according to the states or lower administrative units (e.g.
EPA), the original use of the brownfields (e.g. Cobraman different mining, industrial, military
etc. brownfields), or according to the most positive effects of regeneration for local
community (e.g. Cobraman, ReSource, SMARTe different economic, environmental, tourism,
cultural, social or multidimensional effects). The databases are presented in different ways
and internet pages are structured in a variety of styles. The WP3 research team concluded
that the Cobraman internet pages offer the most user-friendly online database and, from a
geographical spatial perspective, one that could be very inspiring is the database of the
ReSource project, where the database is connected with an interactive map.
The databases contain very different information. The majority of databases offer the general
information about the area where was brownfields site located and the detailed
characterization of the use before start of the regeneration process. This information is
usually followed by the new use of the site after regeneration. The problem is that the
information about the current use is very often brief and the detail information is often
missing. The previous databases (with exemption of ReSource, CABERNET) have not paid
almost any attention to the identification of the factors of the successful regeneration.
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Naturally, they often have information, which can be useful for this king of analyses – in this
context it is necessary to emphasize especially the details descriptions of the regeneration
process (e.g. EPA, LUDA, REVIT), descriptions of involvement of the different groups of
stakeholders (e.g. CABERNET) or analyses dealing with financing issues associated with
brownfields (Cobraman, ReSource). From perspective of the information published to the
best practices, it is necessary to emphasize especially CABERNET project (Concerted
Action of Brownfield and Economic Regeneration Network), which paid attention to the
cultural and social dimensions of the regeneration process. This project also brings for its
sample of best practices the detailed description of socio-cultural factors, which were
important during regeneration process of the selected sites.

REVIT
RECORE
REKULA
SEBCO
MAGIC

COBRAMAN Cobraman
ReSource
EPA
SMARTe

Analysis of factors of
success

LUDA

Description of
regeneration processes

CABERNET

Photos

RESCUE

Detailed description of
brownfields

INCORE

Contaminated Land Rehabilitation Network for Environmental Technologies
Integrated concept
for groundwater remediation
Regeneration of European Sites in
Cities and Urban Environments
Concerted Action of Brownfield and
Economic Regeneration Network
Improving the quality of life in
Large Urban Distressed Areas
Revitalising
industrial sites
Regenerating
Europe’s Coalfield Regions
Restructuring
Cultural Landscapes
City-hinterland cooperation as motor
for regional development in the South
Eastern Baltic
Management of Groundwater in
Industrially Contaminated Areas

General characterization

CLARINET

Project name

Number of cities included

Acronym

End of the project

Table 9: Summary of the previous brownfield projects dealing with the issue of „best practices“

2001

0

0

0

0

0

0

2003

4

0

0

0

0

0

2005

8

1

1

1

0

0

2005

8

0

0

0

1

1

2006

12

1

1

0

1

0

2007

6

1

1

1

1

1

2006

0

0

0

0

0

0

2006

0

0

0

0

0

0

2007

0

0

0

0

0

0

2008

4

1

1

1

0

0

2011

31

1

1

1

1

1

100

1

1

1

1

1

100

1

1

1

0

0

100

1

1

1

0

0

ReSource - Turning Problems into
2012
Potentials
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
(National Program)
Sustainable Management Approaches
and Revitalization Tools-electronic

Source: own compilation
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4.2 Concept and methodology of “best practices” in Timbre project
The above-mentioned basic analysis of European projects shows that EU case studies of
“best practices” have been often analyzed from the different perspectives. The previous
European analyses paid the detailed attention especially to:
1) the special types of regenerated brownfields (e.g. see for post-mining areas
Resource 2012),
2) the selected case studies where the research activities of the project were conducted
(e.g. Cobraman 2012 )
3) the selected examples of regenerated brownfields from the different European states
(e.g. for Germany see Kalberer et al. 2005), regions (e.g. cf. Brownfields regeneration
in the South Moravian Region - case studies 2011) or cities (e.g. for Budapest see
Barta et al. 2006).
The previous European analyses have collected much valuable information but there are
several problems associated with them. They usually pay attention only to limited numbers of
“best practices” from selected European countries and the participation of stakeholders in the
creation of these examples was often very limited. In the other words, there are too many
different European concepts, approaches and methodologies in comparison to USA and this
richness could be confusing for stakeholders dealing with brownfields regeneration in EU.
The Timbre concept of “best practices” has the ambition to improve the current situation in
the following ways:
a) Creation of an EU sample of regenerated brownfields – the sample will contain “best
practices” from a majority of the EU Member States, which is important for future
sharing of information across Europe;
b) Species richness of the sample of “best practices” – there will be the different types of
regenerated brownfields according to the original use (e.g. agricultural, industrial,
mining, military etc.), current use (e.g. shopping centre, industrial parks, public
greenery, housing, photovoltaic power plant), size (e.g. megasites, urban brownfields
etc.);
c) Openness the system of the “best practices” for end-users – it is expected that the
end-users of the system will have the opportunity to contribute by their own examples
of European regenerated brownfields to the Timbre “best practices” dataset –
therefore the “passport” (i.e. a factsheet) of regenerated brownfields will include only
common and normally available information which can be easily completed by
different groups of stakeholders (two examples of the “passport” are available in the
Annex No. 1 and 2); Naturally the “passport” can be completed with the technical
information (e.g. decontamination technologies) as well, but the WP3 team expect,
that the WP1 “expert system”40 will be the main platform for sharing of technologies;
d) User-friendly approach supporting sharing of knowledge – it is expected that the
system of the regenerated brownfields will be showed by means of available Google
maps – it will be user-friendly for end-users (e.g. the same system is used for
presenting information for biogas station in the UK – see Biogas UK 2012).

40

Please visit Timbre website for further information on the Working Packages 1: www.timbre-project.eu.
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Naturally, it will be necessary to answer the question as to which brownfields sites will be
included to the Timbre sample of the “best practices”. Based on results of WP3 questionnaire
survey and meetings with stakeholders conducted in Germany, the Czech Republic, Poland
and Romania in 2012, the WP3 team decided that Timbre “best practice” sample will
comprise brownfields sites, where the regeneration process was fully or almost fully
completed. Naturally, it will be necessary to answer the question as to which brownfields
sites will be included to the Timbre sample of the “best practices”. Based on results of WP3
questionnaire survey and meetings with stakeholders conducted in Germany, the Czech
Republic, Poland and Romania in 2012, the WP3 team decided that Timbre “best practice”
sample will comprise brownfields sites, where the regeneration process was fully or almost
fully completed. Naturally there needs to be addressed the question as to whether all fully or
almost fully completed regeneration can be perceived as successful. Of course, there could
be kinds of regeneration which have negative perception by some groups of stakeholders –
for example if a brownfield site located in an urban area is regenerated as a large shopping
centre, it can cause increase of transport (noise and air pollution) for local inhabitants –
logically the majority of local inhabitants may perceive the regeneration as unsuccessful
process while the investor can perceive it as successful (the more cars mean more
costumers and higher profit). The WP3 team believes that even the controversial type of
regeneration projects, which are perceived by different stakeholders in opposite ways or
even by majority of stakeholders in a negative way, can be very useful in the sample,
because the information can help prevent the problems in similar kind of projects. Based on
all knowledge and experiences, the WP3 team created the following definition of “best
practices” for Timbre project:
Best practice – definition In general definition, a method or technique that has
consistently shown results superior to those achieved with other means, and that is used
as a benchmark.
In Timbre context, the best practice includes only brownfields sites where the regeneration
process was fully or almost fully completed – it means that more than 50 % of brownfields
area is reused for different purposes as for example shopping facilities or services,
industrial parks, public greenery, housing, photovoltaic power plant etc.. There will not be
included the following categories: (a) non-regenerated (still abandoned and contaminated)
brownfields, (b) the brownfields in the preparation period of regeneration - e.g. public
subventions are approved, detailed regeneration project is prepared, (c) the brownfields
sites which are “only” technically prepared for future investments - e.g. demolishes of
buildings are completed, soil and water decontamination is completed etc.
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4.3 Analysis of regenerated brownfields from the Czech Republic
This part contains information about a sample of 101 regenerated brownfields, which were
collected for the Czech Republic. Naturally this sample contains not all regenerated
brownfields from the territory of the Czech Republic but it can be perceived from the spatial
perspective as „almost“ representative, because it includes the representatives of the “best
practices” from the different territorial units of the Czech Republic (see the quite homogenous
spatial distribution of the sample in the figure below.) The attention was paid only to the
Czech Republic, because of the practical reason that data about regenerated brownfields
was easier to collect than for much larger countries such as Germany or Poland.
Figure 7: Spatial distribution of sample of the best practices in the Czech Republic

Source: Own survey

4.3.1 Basic description of the sample of regenerated brownfields from the
Czech Republic
Within the work on analyses of success factors of regeneration of brownfields in the Czech
Republic a database of already successfully regenerated and re-used sites was developed.
The content of the database was gathered by using a web data mining method with the
usage of typical key words (regeneration of brownfield, successful regeneration, revitalisation
of brownfields, re-use of abandoned site etc.) in different browsers and media archives
(countrywide journals – Mladá fronta Dnes, Lidové noviny etc.). Data has been collected with
respect to the regional structure of the Czech Republic to ensure evidence was obtained of
items from different regions, to get a more rich, structured and differentiated database. Since
evidence of successfully regenerated brownfields does not exist in the Czech Republic, no
structure of sample could be followed to enable comparison. Thus the final database
includes examples from all regions (NUTS III level) and from the majority of districts
(NUTS IV level) of the Czech Republic (65 districts).
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The sample includes examples located in both urban (71 %) and rural spaces (29 %). If we
evaluate locations of examples more deeply – in case of 44 % of sites they are located in the
built-up areas of city centers, in case of 21 % it is built-up area at city boundaries, 5 % of
sites can be found in an area with sparsely built-up structure at city boundaries. And one site
is located at city boundaries but without any buildings. In case of municipalities slightly more
cover example located in built-up area at municipality margins (14 %), than built-up area
located in densely populated parts of municipalities (13 %).
From the point of view of original use of the studied sample the most frequent occurrence
was processing industry (45%) followed by use for military purposes (21 %) and agriculture
(16 %). These three types of original use cover more than 80% of sites in the studied
sample. In contrast, the current use of sites is much more diverse. Most prominently, a very
wide range of civic facilities is mentioned, including cultural, education facilities,
entertainment centres, exhibition spaces, museum, theatres or seats of local administration.
This kind of re-use represents 18 % of the sample. The second most popular re-use was
mixed zones of business, services, housing and offices (16 %). A threshold of 10 % in the
sample was also calculated for re-use for industrial production, sports and tourism and
buildings for processing industry. If we try to compare the most frequent original and current
uses of studies sites, consequences of processes that the Czech Republic experienced in
last two decades (demilitarisation, industrial restructuring, and decay of farming and
generally transition of economy) become apparent. It can be stressed, that although re-uses
for industry can be often found very frequently in original and current uses too, its structure
and spatial pattern have been completely changed. While in cases of original use of sites for
industry 69 % were located within the settlement (31 cases out of 45), for current use the
share dynamically increased to 82%, when industry is located on settlement outskirts (18
cases of 22). As a new phenomenon activities connected to tourism, leisure and recreation,
retail, services, high technologies and alternative energies production appeared between
current uses.
If we follow the extent of regenerated sites, it can be stated that smaller sized sites prevail in
the sample. More than 70 % of regenerated brownfields were smaller than 5 hectares and
more than 60 % of them were smaller than 3 hectares. Half the successfully regenerated
sites were fully decontaminated; on the other hand one third did not go through a
decontamination process. From the point of view of site owners, two typical categories
prevail – private ownership of legal persons and public ownership of municipalities (88 % in
total). Total costs for regeneration of whole sample reached circa 30 billion CZK (circa 1.2
billion Euro) with an average cost of 288 million CZK (11.5 million Euro) per one regeneration
project (in case of median of the sample it is 100 million CZK, circa 4 million Euro). Costs of
projects that exceeded 20 million Euro were found in 14 cases (4 regeneration projects for
business and services, 3 projects for development of mixed zones, 3 projects for
development of innovation and technological centres, 2 projects for civic facilities and 2 for
development of industrial zone).
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Table 10: Basic attributes of the sample of the regenerated brownfields in the Czech Republic
attribute

category

location

urban
rural
processing industry
military area
agriculture
mining
civic facilities
church
cultural heritage
disposal site
storage
transport
civic facilities
mixed zone (business, services, housing, offices)
industrial zone
sports and recreation area
processing industry
business and services
technological and innovation centres
accommodation facilities, hotel, pension
housing
transport
photovoltaic power plant
health care
point for collection of used materials
> 50.1
10.1 - 50
5.1 - 10
3.1 - 5
1.1 - 3
<1
built-up area within the settled area of city (buildings)
built-up area on the city settlement margins (buildings)
built-up area on the municipality settlement margins (buildings)
built-up area within the settled area of municipality (buildings)
sparsely built-up area on the city margins
no built-up area on the municipality margins
no built-up area on the city margins
line component out of settled area
after total decontamination
originally without contamination
contamination is likely
legal person
municipality
physical person
region
civic society
state
> 500.1 (> 20.1)
200.1 - 500 (8.1 – 20)
100.1 – 200 (4.1 – 8)
50.1 – 100 (2.1 – 4)
20.1 – 50 (0.81 – 2)
< 20 (< 0.8)

original use

current use

extent (hectares)

type of locality

contamination
owner of majority of site

Regeneration costs (mil.
CZK and mil. Euro)

abs. rel. [%]

total

72
29
45
21
16
5
5
3
2
2
1
1
18
16
11
11
11
8
7
7
5
2
2
2
1
9
11
11
7
30
33
44
21
14
13
5
2
1
1
51
33
17
47
42
6
2
2
2
14
12
23
16
16
20

71.3
28.7
44.6
20.8
15.8
5.0
5.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
17.8
15.8
10.9
10.9
10.9
7.9
6.9
6.9
5.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
8.9
10.9
10.9
6.9
29.7
32.7
43.6
20.8
13.9
12.9
5.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
50.5
32.7
16.8
46.5
41.6
5.9
2.0
2.0
2.0
13.9
11.9
22.8
15.8
15.8
19.8

101

100.0

Source: own compilation
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4.3.2 Analysis of sample of regenerated brownfields from the Czech Republic
During analysis of the sample of successfully regenerated brownfields certain specific trends
have been identified. While industry was identified as the most frequently occurring original
use of sites in urban areas (53 % of cases – processing industry, 6 % mining), in the rural
areas it was agriculture (31 %). On the other hand, the share of sites with original military use
was almost the same in both urban and rural locations (20 % of sites for both urban and
rural). Diverse trends came up in case of current use. While as the most often current uses in
cities civic facilities (18 %) and mixed zone (18 %) were identified, in the rural condition
industry was the most frequent current use (processing industry and industrial zones – 31 %
in total). An important aspect can be mentioned, that re-use of brownfields for housing in the
case studies was just in cities, no housing project has been found in the countryside. If we
compare the extent of successfully regenerated sites, a concentration of larger projects can
be typically found in cities. In category of project on more than 5 hectares 25 cases were
identified in cities (35 %) and just 6 in the countryside (21 %).
With regard to contamination, better results in rural space are apparent. While total
decontamination was carried out in urban space in case of almost two thirds of the sample
(60%), in rural conditions it was one third less (28%). Half of rural sites did not show any
contamination (48%). Analysis of regeneration costs for urban and rural sites clearly proved
asymmetry between extent of funding directed to urban and rural areas. Just one rural
regeneration project cost more than average for the sample (288 million CZK, circa 11.5
million Euro) in comparison to 20 projects located in cities. The value of median costs for the
sample (100 million CZK, 4 million Euro) was crossed in only seven rural projects, but 42
urban projects. From the point of view of total regeneration costs for the sample (29.1 billion
CZK, circa 1.2 billion Euro) almost 92 % of regeneration money was spent in cities (26.9
billion CZK, circa 1.1 billion Euro) and just 8 % in rural space (2.2 billion CZK, circa 96 million
Euro). While the average costs for urban regeneration projects was 373 million CZK (14.9
million Euro), in rural space it was just 76 million CZK (circa 3 million Euro). As for ownership
structure, in cities there prevailed ownership by legal persons (51 %), while in the rural space
it was municipal ownership (52 %).
Table 11: Current use of successfully regenerated brownfields in urban and rural space
current use
civic facilities
mixed zone (business, services, housing, offices)
industrial zone
sport and recreation area
processing industry
business and services
technological and innovation centers
accommodation facilities, hotel, pension
housing
transport
photovoltaic power plant
health care centers
point for collection of used materials
total

urban [%]
18.1
18.1
11.1
9.7
6.9
8.3
8.3
6.9
6.9
1.4
1.4
2.8
0.0
100.0
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rural [%]
17.2
10.3
10.3
13.8
20.7
6.9
3.4
6.9
0.0
3.4
3.4
0.0
3.4

total [%]
17.8
15.8
10.9
10.9
10.9
7.9
6.9
6.9
5.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0

100.0
100.0
Source: Own survey
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Deeper spatial analysis of current use of successfully regenerated sites reveals differentiated
degree of spatial concentration of its individual types. With certain simplifications it can be
stated, that the majority of current uses are directly linked to spaces with increased
concentration of certain activities (typically in settled area within cities and municipalities). As
a typical representative of activities, where concentration and agglomeration effects are
occurring, business and services, health care centers, civic facilities and mixed zones have
to be mentioned. From this presumption concludes limited amount of activities suitable for
not built-up areas on urban outskirts or in the open landscape. The sports and recreation
centers, technological and innovation centers showed up as typical re-use options that are
linked to concentration of activities by limited intensity. Certain potential can be seen in
location of photovoltaic power plants or other renewable sources of energies. If segment of
locations placed in settled areas of cities and municipalities is analyzed, we get file with 57
cases (56 %) that cover area of 325 hectares (13.7 %) with average area 5.7 hectares.
These sites were regenerated by costs of 20 billion CZK (0.8 billion Euro; 69 %), that match
to 351 million CZK per project (14 million of Euro) and 62 million CZK per hectare (2.5 million
of Euro). Contrarily projects located out of settled areas can be analyzed the same way.
Such sample consists of 9 cases (8.9 %). Such sample consists of 9 cases (8.9 %) on total
area of 1,460 hectares (61.6 %) and average extent of 162 hectares per project. Average
regeneration costs per project are here 460 million CZK (18.4 million of Euro) and 2.8 million
CZK per hectare (112,000 Euro). From point of view of regeneration costs as the most
expensive showed up projects, where original use was focused on processing industry (17.8
billion CZK; 0.71 billion Euro) and military use (6.9 billion CZK; 0.27 billion Euro). Segment of
those two mentioned original uses cost 85 % of total sum invested to regeneration projects.
Table 12: Investment costs connected to regeneration of brownfields according to current use (in
million CZK)
current use
business and services
industrial zone
technological and innovation centers
civic facilities
transport
mixed zone (business, services, housing, offices)
photovoltaic power plant
housing
accommodation facilities, hotel, pension
point for collection of used materials
sport and recreation
health care center
processing industry
total
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number

costs

share [%]

average

8
11
7
18
2
16
2
5
7
1
11
2
11

8,674
5,128
2,977
5,364
586
3,208
355
568
662
78
771
111
591

29.8
17.6
10.2
18.5
2.0
11.0
1.2
2.0
2.3
0.3
2.7
0.4
2.0

1084.3
466.2
425.3
298.0
293.0
200.5
177.5
113.5
94.6
78.0
70.1
55.5
53.7

101

29,073

100.0
287.9
Source: Own survey
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If the sample of sites is analysed from the perspective of their current use, the situation will
differ significantly. Across the sample almost one third of all regeneration costs was spent for
business and services (30 %) and almost two thirds for business, civic facilities, services and
mixed zones (59.3 % in total). Higher than average regeneration costs per project were
identified in 5 categories, namely business and services, industrial zone, technological and
innovation centres, civic facilities and transport. Relatively cheaper regeneration projects
focused on processing industries, health care centres development and sports and
recreation facilities. If we try to analyse regeneration costs according to particular re-use
changes, then the most expensive option changes from processing industry for business and
service can be identified. Total regeneration costs crossed in this case 7 billion CZK (circa
0.3 billion Euro), which makes 24 % or regeneration costs. Just 7 regeneration projects were
carried out in this category with average costs more than 1 billion CZK per one project (40
million Euro). The second largest amount of costs was spent for regeneration of sites after
processing industry, but this time for civic facilities as current use (8 projects with total costs
4.7 billion CZK; circa 190 million Euro; with an average cost per project being 583 million
CZK; circa 23.3 million Euro). The most obvious re-use option from processing industry for
mixed zone cost 4.2 % of total expenditure (1.2 billion CZK; circa 48 million Euro) – for 9
regeneration projects in this category average costs were 137 million CZK (5.5 million Euro)
per project. The lowest regeneration costs are linked to projects where qualitative change of
use did not occur at all. It means that this type of project was focused on renewal of existing
industrial zones or restoration of sites after processing industry for similar use. Another
option is represented by smaller regeneration projects for civic facilities or sites regenerated
for sports and recreation.
Table 13: The most frequent change of use of sites (costs are in million CZK)
original use
processing industry
processing industry
processing industry
processing industry
military area
processing industry
military area
military area
agriculture
mining
church
agriculture
military area
processing industry
processing industry
agriculture
military area
processing industry

current use
no. costs share[%] average
mixed zone (business, services, housing, offices)
9 1,233
4.2
137.0
civic facilities
8 4,665
16.0
583.1
business and services
7 7,074
24.3 1010,6
industrial zone
7 2,291
7.9
327.3
mixed zone (business, services, housing, offices)
5 1,865
6.4
373.0
processing industry
5
469
1.6
93.8
technological and innovation centers
4 2,100
7.2
525.0
civic facilities
4
268
0.9
67.0
processing industry
4
96
0.3
23.9
sports and recreation
3
580
2.0
193.3
civic facilities
3
208
0.7
69.3
accommodation facilities, hotel, pension
3
102
0.4
34.0
sports and recreation
3
42
0.1
14.0
accommodation facilities, hotel, pension
2
415
1.4
207.5
housing
2
390
1.3
195.0
industrial zone
2
187
0.6
93.5
housing
2
170
0.6
85.0
sports and recreation
2
105
0.4
52.5
Source: Own survey
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In terms of ownership, the dominance of projects on sites owned by municipalities and legal
persons is clearly visible (in total 88 %). The most frequent current use of brownfields in
municipal ownership are civic facilities, mixed zone, sports and recreation areas, and also
different types of technological and innovation centres. The use of sites owned by legal
persons was most frequently changed into mixed zone functions, industrial, housing or
business use. Sites owned by physical persons were the most often currently used for
housing and business activities. As for development of photovoltaic power, they are solely
linked to legal person ownership. The health care centres are on the other hand solely linked
to municipalities and regions as typical site owners.

4.3.3 Comparison of the sample to the CzechInvest database
Work on the Search Study for the location of brownfields in the Czech Republic was started
by the CzechInvest agency with support of regional administrations in 2005. During the next
two years the project database of 2,355 brownfields was developed. The total area of
brownfields gathered in this database covered an area of 10,326 hectares, which equates to
0.13 % of the area of the Czech Republic. If we focus on the numbers of brownfields and
their original uses, the largest shares are linked to agricultural brownfields (34.9 %) and
industrial brownfields (33.3 %). In terms of brownfield site area the greatest proportion was
industrial brownfields (42.8 %) followed by military (23.2 %) and agricultural brownfields
(17.8 %). Sites originally used for military purposes showed the largest unmatched average
extent of typical sites (15.9 hectares per site).

Table 14: Basic features of the database of brownfields from the CzechInvest agency (Search Study)
original use
agriculture
industry
civic facilities
military
housing
accommodation facilities
other
total

number
abs.
rel. [%]
821
34.9
785
33.3
304
12.9
151
6.4
95
4.0
22
0.9
177
7.5
2,355
100.0

abs. [ha]
1,840.4
4,423.2
413.3
2,394.1
88.3
22.4
1,144.6
1,0326.3

extent
rel. [%]
17.8
42.8
4.0
23.2
0.9
0.2
11.1
100.0

average [ha]
2.2
5.6
1.4
15.9
0.9
1.0
6.5
4.4

Source: CzechInvest agency

If the sample of successfully regenerated brownfields was ordered according to the
categories of original use as used by the CzechInvest agency Search Study (see Table 14),
comparison of macro structural features of both samples sets is possible. The sample of
successfully regenerated brownfields consists of 101 cases, which makes 4.3 % of all
brownfields identified in original study (2,355 cases). Successfully regenerated brownfields
cover area of 2,369.4 hectares, which makes 22.9 % of areas of all brownfields identified by
the CzechInvest agency.
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Comparing both files, it can be concluded that successfully regenerated sites with original
uses in industry and for military purposes can be found as the most frequently inadequately
to frequencies of these types in the CzechInvest agency database. While just 33 % of
brownfields with original use in industry are identified in CzechInvest database of
brownfields, in sample of successfully regenerated brownfields this type can be found at
almost 50 % of cases. Comparison of extents makes this difference even more obvious
(43 % of industrial brownfields in the CzechInvest database in comparison 65 % of such type
of brownfields within the sample of successfully regenerated). The same hypothesis can be
stated in case of military brownfields. While just 6 % of cases and 23 % of area is registered
in the CzechInvest database, in file with successfully regenerated brownfields it is 21 % of
cases and 31 % of area. We can conclude that sites with original use in industry and for
military purposes were regenerated in higher frequencies than sites with other original uses.
On the other hand brownfields with the original use in agriculture or housing appeared in file
with successful regenerations in much more lower frequencies. While the CzechInvest
database registers agricultural brownfields in 34.9 % of cases, between successfully
regenerated brownfields we could find just one fifth (15.9 %). If we focus on brownfields after
housing or after accommodation facilities, we have to stress, that no one regenerated
brownfield of this type appeared in this sample file.
Table 15: Comparison of the sample of regenerated brownfields with database of the CzechInvest
brownfields

successfully regenerated brownfields

CzechInvest database
own database
number [%] area [%] average [ha] number [%]
area [%] average [ha]
agriculture
34.9
17.8
2.2
15.8
3.0
4.4
industry
33.3
42.8
5.6
49.5
65.0
30.8
civic facilities
12.9
4.0
1.4
9.9
0.5
1.2
military
6.4
23.2
15.9
20.8
31.0
35.0
housing
4.0
0.9
0.9
0.0
0.0
accommodation facilities
0.9
0.2
1.0
0.0
0.0
other
7.5
11.1
6.5
4.0
0.4
2.6
total
100.0
100.0
4.4
100.0
100.0
23.5
original use

Source: CzechInvest agency, own calculations

Significant differences can be also found between two analyzed files in case of extent of
brownfields. Successfully regenerated brownfields showed in the majority of categories
larger average extent per one regeneration project than brownfields in original CzechInvest
database. Such difference is the most evident in case of original industrial use of brownfields,
where average extent of the site is represented by area of 5.6 hectares only (CzechInvest
database), while between successfully regenerated brownfields of this type it is more than 30
hectares. Similar difference can be also found in category of original use for military
purposes. Average extent of successfully regeneration project of this type is more than two
times larger than the similar type in original CzechInvest database. Based on this specifity
we can conclude that at least within these categories of original use larger brownfields are
more usually regenerated. This hypothesis can be interpreted and understood as
consequence of barrier effect of brownfields that is from spatial perspective very important,
its symbolic value and pressure of local society on their urgent regeneration.
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Another view that can be used for analysis of the two studied files of brownfields is
differences in their ownership structures. While original file of brownfields (CzechInvest
database) private owner of the majority of site appeared very often (72.5 %), in sample file
with successful regenerations is this type of ownership much lower (52.5 %). On the other
hand, this type of regenerations is much more frequently owned by public bodies (47.5 %)
than it is in case of original file of brownfields (CzechInvest database) – 20.3 %.
Significant difference can be also found while comparing contamination of brownfields. Wide
CzechInvest database of brownfields registers more than half of sites without any
contamination (52.4 %) and only 7.5 % of sites with contamination. On the other hand the
structure of formerly contaminated sites in sample of successfully regenerated brownfields is
completely different. More than half of sites of this sample is represented by brownfields, that
had been contaminated (50.5 %) and only one third was without any contamination (32.7 %).
To sum up, it can be stressed again, that larger pressure on regeneration of contaminated
brownfields to avoid threats of local population health and natural sources recently became
more evident.

4.4 Information about sample of regenerated brownfields from
selected European countries
This part includes basic information about a sample of 100 regenerated brownfields collected
from selected EU countries. This sample of “best practices”, which is not representative at
this moment (and will not be representative in future), will be enlarged and modified and then
used as dissemination materials. The following section brings basic information about the
already collected sample of regenerated brownfields.

4.4.1 Basic information about the sample of regenerated brownfields from the
selected European countries
Based on WP3 research activities, there were created dataset of the regenerated brownfields
for selected European countries. The content of database was gathered by using webdata
mining method with usage of typical key words (regeneration of brownfield, successful
regeneration, revitalization of brownfields, re-use of abandoned site, etc.) in different
browsers and media archives.
The sample will be enlarged in future – the main goal is to create sample which contain
information about the different types of regenerated brownfields according to the original use
(e.g. agricultural, industrial, mining, military etc.), current use (e.g. shopping center, industrial
parks, public greenery, housing, photovoltaic power plant), size (e.g. large megasites, urban
brownfields, etc.), and where will be representatives of “best practices” from the majority of
EU-member countries.
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The main obstacles of the information collection were following:
(a) different definitions of brownfields among the countries;
(b) different understandings of successfully regenerated brownfields among the countries
and the stakeholders;
(c) language barrier – many information is available only in “small” European languages;
(d) regionally different rate of amount of information in media – it has to be presupposed
that there is available much more information in media about regenerated brownfields
in urban (core) areas than in rural (peripheral) areas.
The last two factors influenced the collection of “best practices” examples from Eastern and
Southern European countries, and the current structure of the sample is influenced by this
fact. The sample contains examples from 16 EU countries, and 54 % has origin in West
European countries.
From the perspective of European Member states, the largest share of the sample comes
from two countries – Germany (21 %) and United Kingdom (17 %). The current state of
sample is not representative and it has been collected by using of data and information from
Timbre partners and from other publically available information sources (e.g. articles,
internet). The sample will be enlarged and modified in future and then used as dissemination
materials. The following parts do not bring the representative analysis of European
regenerated brownfields but contain only the selected information related to the already
collected European regenerated brownfields.
The sample contains examples of the regenerated sites localized in urban areas (94 %),
originally used for industrial production (66 %), in public ownership (63 %), where
decontamination was necessary (75 %). From the perspective of current use, the
regenerated sites were used in the different ways – very common was multifunctional use
(housing, shops, offices, and small business) or residential or cultural use (together 62 %).
These changes of use are connected with process of deindustrialisation and in the postsocialistic states with process of demilitarisation as well.
Table 16: Basic characteristics of already collected sample of regenerated brownfields in Europe
characteristic
country

Category
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Hungary
Italy
Lithuania
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
The United Kingdom

abs.

rel. [%]

9
5
3
5
21
5
3
4
3
5
1
2
7
5
5
17

9
5
3
5
21
5
3
4
3
5
1
2
7
5
5
17

Continued on next page.
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Table 16: Basic characteristics of already collected sample of regenerated brownfields in Europe (ctd.)
characteristic
localization
original use

current use

area (ha)

built-up area (%)

state of environment

majority owner

regeneration expenditures
(in thousand Euro)

Category
City
Countryside
Industrial
Transportation
Military
Mining
Business
Cultural
Sport
Transport
Multifunctional
Cultural
Residential
Business
Recreational
Industrial
Shopping
Administration
Sport
no data
> 50.1
10.1 – 50
5.1 – 10
3.1 – 5
1.1 – 3
<1
no data
80.1 – 100
60.1 – 80
40.1 – 60
20.1 – 40
0 – 20
no data
after decontamination
decontamination was not necessary
no contamination
no data
public ownership
private ownership
no data
> 200
100.1 – 200
50.1 – 100
20.1 – 50
10.1 – 20
< 10
no data

Total

abs.
94
6
66
15
5
5
3
2
2
2
31
20
11
10
8
7
6
4
1
2
11
22
19
11
23
11
3
22
21
14
14
24
5
75
9
10
6
63
33
4
16
14
13
13
8
30
6
100

rel. [%]
94
6
66
15
5
5
3
2
2
2
31
20
11
10
8
7
6
4
1
2
11
22
19
11
23
11
3
22
21
14
14
24
5
75
9
10
6
63
33
4
16
14
13
13
8
30
6
100,0

Source: own calculations
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4.4.2 Selected information about projects of regenerated brownfields from the
sample
From the sample set of 100 cases of successfully regenerated brownfields, information on
total regeneration costs is available in 94 cases. If these regeneration costs are totaled the
combined regeneration cost for the majority of the sample is, 13.7 billion Euro. The average
cost per project was 145.9 million Euro. This average cost per regeneration project is very
close to the average costs calculated for Italy, Slovenia and Spain. On the other hand,
regeneration costs in Hungary, Lithuania and the UK were more than double this average.
While typical brownfields in the UK are larger on average (which explains this case), in
Hungary the majority of followed projects were carried out in the inner parts of Budapest and
in Lithuania with increased average costs caused by one very expensive regeneration project
(for industry). The lowest costs per project were found in Poland, Slovakia and Belgium. In
case of Slovakia it was caused by the small extent of one project, in case of Belgium and
especially Poland causes can be found in lower costs per hectare of regenerations.
Table 17: Basic characteristics of successfully regenerated brownfields in the states of Europe
country

quantity

regeneration
expenditures
(in thousand Euro)

average
expenditure per
project
(in thousand Euro)

area
(in
hectares)

average
area per
project

average
expenditure per
hectare
(in Euro)

Austria
Belgium

9
5

781 600
129 441

86 844.4
25 888.2

49.3
108.8

5.5
21.8

15 853 955.4
1 189 933.8

Denmark
France

3
5

146 160
485 988

48 720.0
97 197.6

130.7
214.5

43.6
42.9

1 118 628.5
2 265 784.0

Germany
Hungary

21
5

754 110
1 757 200

35 910.0
351 440.0

365.1
75.5

17.4
15.1

2 065 771.8
23 274 172.2

Italy
Lithuania

3
4

505 000
910 000

168 333.3
303 333.3

95.0
59.8

47.5
15.0

5 315 789.5
15 217 391.3

Netherlands
Poland

3
5

113 200
34 213

37 733.3
6 842.6

56.2
446.1

18.7
89.2

2 012 802.3
76 693.6

Portugal
Romania

1
2

30 000
-

30 000.0
-

1.8
-

1.8
-

17 142 857.1
-

Slovakia
Slovenia

7
5

152 771
652 500

25 461.8
130 500.0

14.7
22.3

2.1
4.5

10 392 585.0
29 233 871.0

5
17

527 300
6 732 550

131 825.0
420 784.4

104.2
2 253.2

20.8
132.5

5 060 460.7
2 987 994.9

100

13 712 033

145 872.7

3 997.1

41.2

3 430 503.9

Spain
The United Kingdom

Source: own survey

Data on the extent of successfully regenerated brownfields has been gathered for 97 % of
the cases. The regenerated area totals to almost 4,000 hectares. The fact that more than
55 % of this area was located within one country (the UK) can be perceived as specificity of
the studied sample (more than 50 % of regenerated area was represented by just 3 projects).
Thus the UK regeneration projects have the largest average area per project (132.5 ha).
Next country with unusually large projects is Poland; on the other hand the smallest projects
were identified in Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Austria. With certain simplification it can
be stated, that certain consequences between extent of successfully regenerated projects
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and total areas of particular countries are apparent. Differences in average regeneration
costs is not based in regional differentiation, but closely linked to number of regeneration
projects in capital of particular country. Highest costs per hectare were identified in countries,
where regeneration projects were carried out mainly in their capital cities (Slovenia – 4 of 5;
Hungary 4 of 5; Austria 4 of 9; Lithuania 2 of 4).

Denmark
France

33.3

Germany
Hungary

4.8

Italy
Lithuania

100.0
75.0

Netherlands
Poland

100.0
80.0

Portugal
Romania

100.0
100.0

Slovakia
Slovenia

42.9
40.0

Spain
The United Kingdom
total [%]

20.0

33.3
80.0
71.4
100.0

5.9

11.8

60.0
47.1

3.0

2.0

66.0

11.1
40.0

9
5

33.3

3
5

14.3

21
5

20.0
4.8

4.8

total

transport

11.1

sport

77.8
40.0

mining

military

Austria
Belgium

industrial

cultural

country

business

Table 18: Original use of successfully regenerated brownfields in the states of Europe

3
4

25,0

3
5

20.0

1
2
14.3
40.0

5.0

14.3

5.0

28.6
20.0

7
5

5,9

40.0
29.4

5
17

2,0

17.0

100

Source: own survey

The group of regeneration projects from original industrial use dominates in the sample
without any regional differences. Only in cases of several mainly western European countries
re-use for transport is added as the second most often option. On the contrary, in central
European countries the most frequent option is regeneration of military sites. Results of
analysis of current use of regenerations are more differentiated. Multifunctional option is here
the most often alternative (31 %) in all studies European countries. But very interestingly,
results indicate in case of the second most obvious regeneration option: In one fifth of cases
from the sample regeneration for cultural use was mentioned (galleries, museums, theatres,
exhibition halls, libraries, community and cultural centers, etc.). Original uses of this
regeneration option were in 70 % of cases in industry and took place solely in western
European countries. In 16 cases (out of 20) this cultural re-use from industry was done west
of the former Iron Curtain. On the other hand, only Slovakia followed the same trend in
central Europe (between post socialistic countries). From this point of view is interesting that
two brownfield sites originally used for culture within the sample are located in the UK. If we
focus on the most obvious couples of re-uses (original and current) – in 21 % of cases it
were changes from industrial uses to multifunctional, in 14 % of cases from industrial to
cultural, in 7 % of case from industrial to recreational and in 6 % of cases from industrial to
housing re-use.
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4.8

14.3

20.0
14.3
20.0

20.0
14.3
20.0
100.0
25.0
66.7

25.0
33.3
20.0

total

sport

multifunctional

22.2
20.0

66.7
20.0
9.5
20.0

shopping

industrial

33.3

residential

cultural
33.3
40.0

11.1

40.0

recreational

business

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Hungary
Italy
Lithuania
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
The United Kingdom
total [%]

no data

country

administration

Table 19: Current use of successfully regenerated brownfields in the states of Europe

20.0
33.3

20.0
4.8
20.0

33.3
0.0
4.8
20.0
25.0

25.0

80.0
100.0

2

4

50.0
14.3

50.0
42.9

11.8
10

60.0
17.6
20

42.9
100.0
40.0
41.2
7
31

8

23.5
11

5.9
6

1

9
5
3
5
21
5
3
4
3
5
1
2
7
5
5
17
100

Source: own survey

This paragraph focuses on the ownership of successfully regenerated brownfields from the
sample. The most frequent type of ownership within the sample is public ownership (in 63 %
of cases). On the other hand, in cases of the UK, Italy, Lithuania and Slovakia more
successfully regenerated projects owned by private entities were identified. Because of low
number of cases for individual countries at this stage of work, it is very difficult to interpret
current results. Only in cases of Germany and the UK differences are still visible. We can link
these preliminary results to diverse brownfields regeneration policies enforced in these two
countries. More general and detailed assumptions have to be proved by future analyses.
Table 20: Change of successfully regenerated brownfields use in the states of Europe
country
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Hungary
Italy
Lithuania
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
The United Kingdom
total [%]

no data

private ownership

public ownership

total

44.4
20.0

55.6
80.0
100.0
60.0
76.2
100.0

9
5
3
5
21
5
3
4
3
5
1
2
7
5
5
17
100

40.0
19.0

4.8
33.3

66.7
75.0
33.3

25.0
66.7
100.0

100.0
100.0
57.1

64.7
33

4

42.9
100.0
100.0
35.3
63

Source: own survey
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5

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY: REGENERATION OF BROWNFIELDS AS
PERCEIVED BY STAKEHOLDERS

5.1 General methodological remarks
With respect to the existing literature discussed in the chapter 2 (even despite the
terminological, conceptual and methodological divergences) we can argue there is a partial
consensus in two aspects regarding the success factors of brownfields regeneration process:
i. Multidimensionality of the system: factors form certain dimensions or groups
according to spatial levels (general, location, site-specific) and their character (e.g. from
the perspective of sustainable development concepts we can distinguish economic,
environmental and social aspects and related groups of factors)
ii. Relativity of the system: different groups of stakeholders (e.g. property owners,
investors, politicians, local residents, experts, etc.) within one country or across
countries may perceive and assess different factors as important (significant) or
irrelevant for their collective or personal purposes, experiences and values.
In this respect, the process of exploring and determining factors and their indicators has to
follow these key phases:
i. Public segmentation to specific target groups (i.e. categories of stakeholders); . In
respect of existing literature (e.g. Dixon & Doak 2005; Buysee & Verbeke 2002; Jones
1995) and as a result of discussions with WP3 partners and members of the Timbre
International Advisory Board (IAB), 9 categories of stakeholders for the purpose of WP3
objectives and questionnaire survey there were determined: (i) State administration
representative, ii) Local government representative, iii) Investor or developer, iv)
Researcher/academic, v) Expert (technician, architect, consultant), vi) Nongovernmental organization, vii) Media, viii) Property owner, ix) Citizen/other.
ii. Determination of factors: the measurable indicators; it is supposed that some factors
being valid in most of countries can be identified (there are some basic factors
generally agreed by the majority of researchers, although sometimes different
terminology is used for their description – see as follows).
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For the determination of groups of factors and their indicators at least three different research
strategies can be applied:
i. “Expert choice“ – A selection of factors is made on the basis of literature retrieval (i.e.
a methodology tested and approved by previous research is applied) or a group of
generally accepted „experts“ in the field is contacted to determine and validate
appropriate indicators with the respect to specific research purposes and conditions
(e.g. Delphi method)
ii. Survey – Particular factors and weights are identified on the basis of answers from
respondents of selected target groups of stakeholders. Different qualitative and
quantitative research methods can be applied for this purpose, including:
-

Response methods: they are more time-consuming as concerns the realization and
evaluation of results; typical examples are non-structured or semi-structured
interviews, focus group, panel discussions, questionnaires with open question,
various types of projective (verbal and perceptional-visual) techniques, etc.

-

Judgment methods: the prepared sets of factors or indicators are presented to
respondents to be evaluated, classified, ranked or interpreted with respect to
specific contexts (countries, regions, etc.); these methods are not so timeconsuming and money demanding as for its administration and the way of data
processing and analysis; typical examples are questionnaires with closed
questions, lists of categories, classification scales, semantic differentials, etc.

iii. Statistical validation – this method can be used in cases when there are concrete and
detailed spatial data available on existing and successfully regenerated brownfields.
Statistical analysis (e.g. Mann-Whitney test, correlation or regression analysis) can be
processed testing significant associations between independent variables (attributes of
brownfield sites, characteristics of their location, etc.) and dependent variables (i.e. if
brownfields were successfully regenerated, or are still underutilized or abandoned).
Similar statistical analyses were provided for example by Lange & McNeil (2004). The
statistical analysis can be used as a testing instrument for expert choice or survey
methods by objective validation of the factors that were assessed as significant ones in
the process of brownfield regeneration.
All the above mentioned strategies and methods can be combined for a more complex
assessment, even if this solution is more time consuming and technically complicated. The
strategy of WP3 research involved a combination of both quantitative and qualitative
methods. We used a standardized questionnaire survey for the evaluation and classification
of specific factors; where the final questionnaire form was developed on the basis of
confrontation of information obtained by literature retrieval and findings from the explorative
preliminary research.
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5.2 Preliminary explorative research
In the first phase a preliminary explorative research was undertaken using qualitative
methodologies (questionnaires with open questions, semi-structured interviews and focus
groups) during several workshops with stakeholders in the Czech Republic, Poland and
Romania. Respondents were asked to answer open questions dealing with determinants and
barriers of the brownfield regeneration process and also to assess positive impacts of
brownfield regeneration. The aim was to obtain as detailed and comprehensive set of factors
and indicators related to the process and result of a successful regeneration as possible.

Table 21: List of events and methods used for gathering of data
event
Workshop: “Methods and strategies of brownfield regeneration:
Mitigation measures and sustainable land use“, October 6, 2011,
Ostrava
“Stakeholder Meeting: Revitalising the site of the former
Siderurgica steel plant”, October 11-12, 2011, Hunedoara
Focus group, Petrom City, January 30, 2012, Bucharest
Workshop: “ReDevelopment: PPP, management, financing and
legislation framework for brownfields regeneration“, March 1,
2012, Ostrava
Workshop: "Revitalisation of contaminated sites in Poland – State
of the art", March 28, 2012, Zielona Góra.
Workshop “Supporting a future for the contaminated sites in
Szprotawa“, March 29, 2012, Szprotawa
Workshop “Rural brownfields in Moravian-Silesian Region 2012“,
May 31, 2012, Trojanovice

country

methods

Czech
Republic

questionnaire,
interviews

Romania

questionnaire

Romania

focus group

Czech
Republic

questionnaire,
panel discussion

Poland

panel discussion,
questionnaire

Poland

questionnaire

Czech
questionnaire
Republic
Source: own presentation

Figures 8 and 9: Photos from the Seminar „ReDevelopment - PPP, management, financing and
legislation framework of brownfields regeneration“, March 1, 2012, Ostrava, Czech
Republic.
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Figures 10 and 11: A filled questionnaire (left side) with open questions distributed at the workshop in
Ostrava and notes on success and failure factors taken on a flipchart (right side) during a
focus group, carried out by WP2 in Bucharest, February 2012.

During this exploratory research a large number of factors were identified that affect and
conclude the brownfield regeneration process. The list of factors includes both the wider
geographical characteristics of the area where brownfields are located (affiliation to region,
surroundings of the area, socio-economic potential of the area, etc.), the attributes of specific
sites (size of the site, type of previous use, extent of contamination, ownership structure,
etc.), and also general (country-specific), local or procedural factors which it is difficult to
measure and quantify (e.g. national policy, engagement of local politicians, stakeholders
awareness and lack of information, communication and cooperation of stakeholders during
the planning process, etc.). In general, we can say the majority of factors identified within the
survey correspond to factors that have been determined in the previous studies (see the
literature retrieval in Chapter 2).
The following table summarizes a categorized list of success factors of brownfield
regeneration that were reported by respondents within the Timbre exploratory
research. The factors are subdivided into several basic dimensions in respect to
spatial levels and character of factors (economic, social, environmental, etc.).
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Table 22: Summary of success factors identified by stakeholders
General factors (macro-level)
National policy (legislative, regulative and control tools)
Availability and quality of information (about existing sites, tools, best practices, etc.)
Availability of financial incentives (grants, subsidies, funds, tax allowances, etc.)
Foreign direct investments
Public attitudes, rate of the adoption of innovations and new developments
Location factors (meso-level)

Specification
political
information
economic
economic
social/cultural
Specification

General localization (location within a country, belonging to a region)

geographical

Specific locality (location within a spatial-functional structure: rural, city, inner city)

geographical

Concentration of other brownfields in the locality (competition of sites)

geographical

Transport links (proximity to highway, first class road, railway station)

geographical

Physical conditions of the area (terrain, subgrade properties, etc.)
Landscape protection limits (proximity, heritage conservation areas, flooded areas)
Economic status of the locality (population structure,
unemployment rate, entrepreneurial activity)
Social status of the locality (social structure and cohesion of the local community)
Place marketing (local development strategy, land-use plan,
urban study, place marketing)
Local involvement & collaboration of stakeholders (politicians, community, NGOs)

physical
environmental
social/economic
social/cultural
social/ economic
social/ cultural

Site specific factors (micro-level)
The size of the brownfield area

technical

Type of the previous use (industrial, agricultural, military, etc.)

technical

Type of the expected future use (quality, feasibility, and sustainability of the project)

technical

Extent of the built-up area and technical conditions of buildings

technical

Attractiveness of site and objects (historical, architectural, esthetic value and image)
Ecological burden (extent of the contamination of soil and groundwater sources)
Infrastructure networks (functional connections to water supply,
sewerage, electricity)
Property relations (number and structure of property owners, availability for selling)
Price of the land and property

social/ economic
environmental
technical
social/ economic
economic

Regeneration costs and return-time of investments economic
Source: Timbre survey

On the basis of the results of this survey, it is not possible to say a priori what general
factors, location factors or site specific factors are the most important ones. The table
represents an open system (with other general factors – geographical, historical,
political, and economical – acting on higher hierarchical levels, e.g. actual global
economic trends, political processes at European Union level, etc.) where partial
factors are related and often significantly influence each other (or better they intersect
and struggle with each other). To identify and analyze a relative importance of each of
these is a task for comprehensive and interdisciplinary research.41

41

Compare Syms 2001 for a similar approach.
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5.3 Questionnaire survey results
5.3.1 Sample structure
As the output of preliminary research a questionnaire form with closed questions and
standardized classification scales for the assessment of was created. The questionnaire form
and its contents were edited according to suggestions of the IAB and project partners (to
reflect some specifics of countries), then finalized and translated to Czech, German, Polish
and Romanian languages. Subsequently, the questionnaire has been translated to Italian
and French and distributed there with a help of Italian partners (UNIVE) and Dominique
Darmendrail (IAB member). Unfortunately, in these two countries the return rate was very
low and the samples were not adequate for partial statistical analysis.
The distribution of questionnaires in the Czech Republic, Germany, Poland and Romania
was carried out in the following two ways
(i)

via electronic mail (the WP3 partners provided us with email addresses of potential
respondents in their countries), and

(ii) live as a printed version during sessions of several workshops and seminars
organized in different countries.
The sampling of respondents was made with respect to gain a balanced structure of the
sample according to various groups of stakeholders and countries.

Table 23: The structure and numbers of survey respondents
Stakeholder
Country

Czech Rep.
Germany
Poland
Romania
Total

state
local
investor,
administration government developer

academic,
researcher

expert

notspecified

Total

18

24

6

36

17

0

101

17.8%

23.8%

5.9%

35.6%

16.8%

0%

100.0%

12

5

8

14

15

5

59

20.3%

8.5%

13.6%

23.7%

25.4%

8.5%

100.0%

9

17

1

28

12

1

68

13.2%

25.0%

1.5%

41.2%

17.6%

1.5%

100.0%

33

27

8

12

30

9

119

27.7%

22.7%

6.7%

10.1%

25.2%

7.6%

100.0%

72

73

23

90

74

15

347

20.7%

21.0%

6.6%

25.9%

21.3%

4.3%
100.0%
Source: Timbre survey

From the following table with the average number of years of stakeholders´ involvement in
the brownfield problems it is evident that the regeneration of brownfields is an object of
attention of politicians, experts and researchers for much longer time in Germany than in
other countries.
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Table 24: Average number of years of stakeholders´ involvement in brownfield problems
Stakeholder
Country

state
administration

local
government

investor,
developer

academic,
researcher

expert

Total

Czech Rep.

5

5

6.5

4.5

10

6 years

Germany

15

11

18

12

14

14 years

Poland

8

8

8

7

6

7 years

Romania

6

3

8

11

8
6.5 years
Source: Timbre survey

5.3.2 Factors of successful brownfield regeneration
The main objective of the questionnaire was to identify and classify the “success factors”, i.e.
the factors that have a decisive influence on the fact that just some brownfields have been
successfully regenerated and newly used, while others stay idle and derelict, or the process
of their restoration has not been successfully completed.
The factors (identified during explorative research) have been assessed by respondents
according to their significance or degree of influence (in their country) for the successful
regeneration on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “no influence” and 10 means “very strong
or predominant influence”. Then mean values were counted for each factor and all countries
respectively. The results are summarized in the following tables.
An existence of the ecological burden on site (i.e. the extent of contamination) and
overall regeneration costs are considered the most important factors for a successful
regeneration of brownfields in all four countries. The third key factor (actually regarded
as the most crucial one in the Czech Republic) is clarified ownership relations and availability
of site for sale and development. For Germany, the Czech Republic and Poland also the
specific localization of a brownfield (i.e., if it is located in rural, city or inner city area) and
transport links are among the key factors. Actually, the most of successfully regenerated
brownfields are located in inner parts of big cities with a high economic potential and return
on investment for developers (the “capital city” factor).
In Romania (and partly in Poland) the factors at the country level (national policies,
legislature, availability of financial incentives, foreign direct investments, etc.) are perceived
to be more influential than in the Czech Republic and Germany. Other national specificities
include for example facts that the factor of existing infrastructure networks on brownfield sites
is not significant for Germans but very important in other countries. On the other hand, the
factor of concentration of more brownfields in a locality (which causes a competition of sites)
was perceived as much more important in Germany than in other countries.
In general, we can say that the site specific or physical parameters of brownfields (the size
and physical conditions of brownfield sites, extent of a built-up area, type of the previous use)
are not as important (except the extent of contamination) for successful regeneration as the
specific localization of brownfields, attractiveness of sites for investors, market-price of the
land, availability of financial incentives and a return time of investments (including
regeneration costs). A bit specific situation is in Romania where the physical and technical
attributes of brownfields are among the most crucial ones. It is related to the fact that in
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Romania just “contaminated lands” are considered as brownfields. In this sense, the factors
of size and topography have to be seriously considered. As concerns the “soft factors”, the
quality and sustainability of a project of the future use, local involvement and collaboration of
all stakeholders (politicians, investors, public), and place marketing are perceived as very
important in all four countries.
Table 25: Top 15 most important success factors in each country
CZECH REPUBLIC
Factor
Property relations
Regeneration costs
Ecological burden on site
Specific localization
Transport links
Project of the future use
Price of the land and property
Infrastructure networks
Availability of financial incentives
Landscape protection limits
Attractiveness of the site
Local involvement and collaboration
Place marketing
General localization (within country)
Economic status of the locality

GERMANY
Mean
score
8.7
8.5
7.8
7.6
7.6
7.5
7.5
7.2
7.2
7.1
6.8
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.3

Factor
Regeneration costs
Ecological burden on site
Specific localization
Property relations
Transport links
Price of the land and property
Project of the future use
Landscape protection limits
Local involvement and collaboration
Availability of financial incentives
Place marketing
Type of the previous use
Concentration of other brownfields
Attractiveness of the site
National policy

POLAND
Factor
Regeneration costs
Availability of financial incentives
Ecological burden on site
Specific localization
Property relations
Landscape protection limits
Transport links
Price of the land and property
Attractiveness of the site
Local involvement and collaboration
Project of the future use
Infrastructure networks
Place marketing
Extent of the built-up area
National policy

Mean
score
8.3
7.9
7.6
7.4
7.4
7.1
7.0
7.0
6.9
6.8
6.6
6.3
6.3
6.2
6.1

ROMANIA
Mean
score
8.4
8.0
7.8
7.7
7.6
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.0
7.0
6.9
6.8
6.7
6.7

Factor
Ecological burden on site
Availability of financial incentives
Regeneration costs
Project of the future use
National policy
Landscape protection limits
The size of the brownfield area
Place marketing
Availability & quality of information
Foreign direct investments
Physical conditions of the area
Infrastructure networks
Attractiveness of the site
Property relations
Local involvement and collaboration

Mean
score
9.2
9.0
8.9
8.6
8.5
8.2
8.0
7.9
7.8
7.8
7.7
7.7
7.6
7.5
7.5

Source: Timbre survey
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As concerns the inter-stakeholder perspective, the differences of perceptions are not as
significant as differences according to countries. There is an agreement among experts,
researchers, politicians and developers about the two most crucial factors which are
interconnected: extent of contamination and regeneration costs. Then for investors and
developers in Germany and the Czech Republic are the most important the specific
localization of a brownfield site, transport accessibility, limits of development, and also
existing infrastructure (for the Czech case). Representatives of local governments also
highlighted the importance of involvement and collaboration of stakeholders in the planning
process. On the other hand, developers and politicians in Romania (and partly in Poland)
emphasized over local factors a need of supportive national policy, financial incentives and
foreign direct investments.

5.3.3 Barriers to brownfields regeneration
The process of brownfields regeneration is generally limited by many barriers which can vary
in terms of character and extent. The respondents should have assessed the specific
categories of barriers according to their degree of influence in the conditions of their country
on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “no influence” and 10 means “very strong/predominant
influence”.
Table 26: The assessment of barriers in different countries
Mean score (rank within a country)

Barriers / Country
Total

Czech Rep.

Germany

Poland

Romania

Economical

8.8

8.6 (1)

8.6 (1)

8.7 (1)

9.1 (1)

Legislative

7.1

6.2 (4)

6.1 (4)

6.9 (3)

8.5 (2)

Procedural-

7.0

6.4 (2)

6.5 (3)

7.0 (2)

7.9 (3)

Political

6.7

6.3 (3)

5.9 (5)

6.5 (4)

7.6 (6)

Information and know-

6.5

5.5 (6)

6.6 (2)

5.6 (5)

7.7 (5)

Technological /

6.2

5.6 (5)

5.3 (6)

5.4 (6)

7.8 (4)

Social-cultural

5.5

5.1 (7)

5.2 (7)

4.7 (7)
6.6 (7)
Source: Timbre survey

In all countries the economical factors are regarded the most obstructive barriers for
brownfield regeneration. Then the legislative, procedural-administrative and political barriers
are also very important. The legislative barriers are stressed especially in Romania where
there is no legal framework and policy for managing those sites. Generally, in Romania all
types of barriers were assessed by higher scores (as more influential) than in other
countries. Specifically in Germany the information and know-how barriers were identified as
the second most obstructive barriers in the country.

5.3.4 Positive impacts of brownfields regeneration
There are a lot of positive impacts that the regeneration of brownfields may raise. For
example De Sousa (2003) identified during interviews with experts the following benefits of
brownfield regeneration projects in the city of Toronto (Canada): Creation of ecological
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habitat spaces, public and community collaboration and involvement, increasing areas for
public recreation and use, the projects could be used as an overarching model for future
brownfield redevelopment, education, flood control, environmental renewal (e.g. soil and
groundwater quality), economic stimulation, improvement of neighborhood “aesthetics”,
identifying what underlies the sense of community in urban areas, testing and promoting
remediation technology, and preservation of historically-significant sites.
Where do the stakeholders in the Timbre project surveyed European countries see the main
benefits of the brownfields regeneration? They rated the specific benefits according to their
significance on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “not important” and 10 means “the most
important” and the results are reported in the following Table 27.
Table 27: Positive impacts of brownfield regeneration as perceived by stakeholders
Impact
Restore environment (decontamination
and revitalization of areas)
Raise local economic development with
positive effects on the surrounding area
Reduce development pressures on
greenfield areas
Improve architectural and esthetic
image of places
Increase the employment and local
income base (create new jobs)
Attract new investors and developers
Dispose of negative symbol/stigma of
places (create new place image)
Preserve monuments of cultural and
historical past
Attract new tourists and visitors
Eliminate social segregation and
prevent criminality

Total

Mean score (rank within a country)
Czech
German
Poland
Romania

8.8

8.1 (2)

8.0 (2)

8.8 (1)

9.6 (1)

8.3

8.0 (3-4)

7.6 (3)

8.1 (2)

8.8 (2)

8.1

8.4 (1)

8.2 (1)

7.6 (4-5)

8.2 (4)

7.6

8.0 (3-4)

6.4 (5)

7.4 (6)

8.0 (5-6)

7.5

7.6 (5)

6.1 (7-8)

7.6 (4-5)

8.0 (5-6)

7.5

6.6 (8)

6.3 (6)

7.8 (3)

8.4 (3)

7.3

7.1 (6)

7.3 (4)

6.7 (9)

7.8 (7)

7.0

7.0 (7)

6.1 (7-8)

6.8 (8)

7.4 (8-9)

6.6

6.3 (10)

5.1 (10)

6.9 (7)

7.4 (8-9)

6.1

6.5 (9)

5.6 (9)

5.9 (10)

6.3 (10)

Source: Timbre survey

While in the Czech Republic and Germany the main positive impact of brownfield
regeneration is regarded as ‘Reduction of development pressures on greenfield areas’, in
Poland and Romania stakeholders consider the more important benefits to be in the
’Restoration of environment (decontamination & revitalization of areas)’. This difference may
reflect the fact that Germany and the Czech Republic are countries with higher population
densities than Poland and Romania and the pressure for preserving undeveloped lands
(greenfields) is bigger. In Romania and Poland, where the main characteristic of brownfields
is contamination, the aspects of decontamination and revitalization are the most important
project benefits. Other positive impacts of regeneration projects as are perceived very
important are mainly economic ones (the stimulation of local economic development,
increase in the employment and local income base, attracting new investors) and socialcultural (improvement of architectural and esthetic image of places and disposal of negative
symbol/stigma of places).
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this report was to survey the current situation regarding brownfield regeneration in
selected European countries, with more detailed spatial attention paid to the Timbre
countries – Czech Republic, Germany, Poland and Romania. Emphasis was put on the
following aspects:
(i)

Retrieval of the existing literature to establish a theoretical-conceptual background for
further research activities and to define key concepts and terms of the WP3.

(ii) Comparative analysis of the current state of strategies and practices related to
brownfields regeneration in four studied countries and in Italy. Understanding the
national contexts arising out of differences in geographical, political, economic and
cultural-historical conditions is very important for a proper interpretation of results of the
questionnaire survey results and other analyses.
(iii) Analysis of the successfully regenerated brownfields or so called “best practices”
based on the dataset of case studies from different European countries. It is important
both for deeper understanding of what does the “success” in regeneration mean and
for future research and dissemination activities of WP3 (European best-practices data
room).
(iv) Analysis of results of questionnaire survey which was focused on perceptions of the
specific aspects and consequences of the brownfields regeneration processes among
different groups of stakeholders. The survey is the main basis for the identification,
selection and classification of factors and indicators for the development of the Timbre
prioritization tool methodology which will be the main output of WP3.
The first starting analysis of theoretical-conceptual background, which was based on retrieval
of different sources of information (e.g. papers in scientific journals, books, previous projects´
reports and other studies, etc.), showed that it is a very complicated task to study brownfield
regeneration processes in the conditions of the different European countries, due to several
reasons – especially a lack of comparable data and information, differences in definitions and
approaches between countries, modification of definitions and concepts over time, etc.
Therefore the first theoretical part paid a detailed attention to discussions of these
methodological problems and based on literature review and the selected results of other
WP3 research activities (as for example questionnaire survey and meetings with
stakeholders) there were created definitions of key WP3 concepts and terms, which are very
important for implementation of both current and future research activities.
The second analysis dealt with the current state of solutions relating to brownfield
regeneration in the four studied countries and in Italy. Attention was paid to several issues,
such as legislative definitions of brownfields, existence of national strategies for brownfields
regeneration, estimated numbers of brownfields and their spatial distribution, research
studies and reports on existing data, existing brownfields databases. This part was essential
for interpretation and understanding of results of the other analyses in accordance with their
national context reflecting especially the differences in political, economic, geographical,
historical and other conditions.
The third analysis dealt with successfully regenerated brownfields or so called “best
practices”. This analysis started with information describing how the “best practices” have
been analysed in previous scientific articles, publications of the international, national and
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regional institutions or bodies or outputs of the conducted scientific projects (with the special
attention to previous EU research projects). Furthermore, a description of the Timbre “best
practices” concept was provided as well as the information related to a sample of
regenerated brownfields collected from the Czech Republic (naturally this sample contains
not all regenerated brownfields from the Czech Republic but it can be perceived from a
spatial perspective as “almost representative”), the information related to the sample of
regenerated brownfields collected from the selected EU countries (this sample of “best
practices”, which is definitely not representative, will be enlarged and modified and then used
in further research and as dissemination material). The third analysis was important for
deeper understanding of “success” in the different conditions and for future dissemination
activities.
The fourth analysis was of results from a questionnaire survey conducted in different
European countries by the WP3 Timbre team. It brings important results about the
assessment of success factors and barriers of brownfield regeneration in different
geographical contexts and from the point of view of different stakeholders, their preference of
the future use of brownfields in different geographical contexts, and the assessment of
positive impacts of brownfield regeneration.
To summarize the results of this report, the first period of WP3 research activities was
especially focused on collection and analysis of available data and information from selected
European counties – naturally with special attention to four studied countries (Germany, the
Czech Republic, Poland and Romania). There have been collected and analyzed the
following three groups of information for future WP3 research activities:
a) information related to non-regenerated brownfields as legislative and other kind of
materials dealing with brownfields regeneration – this is important for future WP3
research activities, for example, samples of non-regenerated brownfields from studied
countries (100 for Saxony in Germany, 100 from Romania, 600 from Silesian
Voivodship in Poland, and 2,355 for Czech Republic) have been obtained and can be
used for future testing of the designed prioritization tool methodology (important for
deliverable D3.2 Prioritization tool, software and manual),
b) information related to successfully regenerated brownfields – so called “best practices”
– the detailed analyses were conducted for the territory of the Czech Republic, where
the most detailed data were available, based on a sample of 101 regenerated sites; for
future dissemination activities of the Timbre project and a collection of 100 successfully
regenerated brownfields from different European countries – it is expected that this
European sample will be enlarged and it will be used for preparation of the
dissemination materials (important for deliverable D3.3 Results of demonstration
studies, outreach material),
c) information relating to the perception of the regeneration process among different
groups of stakeholders in different European countries – the results are important for
future WP3 research activities, because it is planned that, for example, the selection of
factors, indicators and the default weights in the prioritization tool will be settled based
on answer received from stakeholders – in other words, they will be tailored according
to end-users needs (important for deliverable D3.2 Prioritization tool, software and
manual).
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ANNEX IA: 1ST EXAMPLE OF SUCCESSFULLY REGENERATED
BROWNFIELD - BEST PRACTICES “PASSPORT”
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ANNEX IB: 2ND EXAMPLE OF SUCCESSFULLY REGENERATED
BROWNFIELD - BEST PRACTICES “PASSPORT”
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Disclaimer
This document is aimed at assisting brownfield regeneration stakeholders. It is provided for
information purposes only and its contents are not intended to replace consultation of any
applicable legal sources or the necessary advice of a legal expert, where appropriate.
This document has been produced in the context of the Timbre Project. The research leading
to these results has received funding from the European Community's Seventh Framework
Programme (FP7 2011-2014) under grant agreement no 265364.
All information in this document is provided "as is" and no guarantee or warranty is given that
the information is fit for any particular purpose. The user, therefore, uses the information at
its sole risk and liability. For the avoidance of all doubts, the European Commission has no
liability in respect of this document, which is merely representing the authors view.
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